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Construction of Hone; Creek Re<:>ort State Park-lo\\'a':-; first "cltstinat10n" park-!"> well underway, 
and \H' couldn't b<: more excited. Located on Rathbun 
Lake in southern Iowa. the park is '>Cheduled to open 
in -;u mmer 2008. 
What t"i a dc"ttnation park? It's the natural 
c•nvu onnH.'nt and the outdoor experiences you expect 
in all of out stale parks-trails, water and natural 
lancbcapcs -combined with the comfortable. beautiful 
accommodations that families and convention-. de-.ire 
for vacations and group meetings. Honey Creek 
Res<H t "tate Park blazes a bold new tratl for the DNR 
by matd11ng Iowa's outdoor recreational amenittes 
with economic opportunity on a much grander scale 
than WP have undertaken until now. 
One of the D'\R's goals 1s to connect people 
with the outdoors We want you to step ouhJdt and experience the beauty and 
uniqueness of our natural resources. We hope that each new step expand..., your 
apprectat10n-and your stewardship-oft he natural world around you We are 
C"ipecially pleased with the efforts made to ensure the resort is environmentally 
fnendl; Lodge facilities arc destgrH•d to meet htgh energy and environmental 
standards. and the golf cour->e J"i Audubon-certtfied. 
For many. appreciation of the outdoor.;; comes from recreational pursuits like 
fishmg, hunting, boating, biking. bird watchtng-and golfing. Our goal is that 
Honey Creek Resort State Park provrdes a new venue to enjoy these pursuits that 
appeals to all ages and interest levels. 
The resort includes a stone and wood lodge that reflects the natura l wor ld around 
it. an indoor aquatic center. an 18-hole golf cour .... e. boating and beach faci li ttes. 
and much more. Another great advantagc ts the opportun ity visitors will have to 
expcnence firsthand the \ast knowledge of our D);R c;taff \\re believe Hone; Creek 
Re"ort State Park \\lll be the gem of lo\\a's 
state park system. 
The park will offer the balance of comfort. 
beauty and natural apprectation that will 
exceed your expectations. It 's an investment 
in Iowa's future that puts natural re<>ource'> 
first and an important step toward proving the 
beautiful landscape we call home ca n be a vi ta l 
. . 
economtc eng1ne. 
I' ll meet you at Honey Creek in 2008! 
RI CHARD LEOPOLD, Dlfec r of the Iowa DNR 
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\\ ith t ss.tys in 
~t '\\.s\\.t•t•k, Rt>adt>r's 
l>igt·st. Tht' Iowan 
and nwn·, ~ht• live~ in 
l>t·~ Moines, but IH'r 
!wan and soul dwell 
in a ru~tk cabin in a 
southern Iowa fort's! C.,ht purchast'cl this bit 
of paradise rwarly 20 yt·ar~ ago and spends 
as much tim<' as possrblt thl'rt', sitting on 
the porch swing, looklllg out at tht• pond 
and the tim her, writing ... and dn•aming. 
BILL KLEIN was born 
and rarst d 111 l>l's 
!\loint•s, g-r;uluated 
from l>ow ling- High 
Sdwol and workt•d 
brit·ny for LOOK 
~l agazint' in Dt•s ~l oim•s , A liit'-long- huntt•r, 
his work has appt•an·cl in Outdoor Anwrica 
magazim• and many hunting and const•rva-
tion magazint•s. li t• livt•s in Stillwatl'r, 7\ linn. 
KEN BLOCK, a "-1,1 
t 10nal Park ~l'rvru· 
Rangt>r, l<'ft (,rand 
Canyon Natwnal Pa rk 
for lht• I• fflgy Mounds 
Nationa l Monunwnt 
where lw and hrs six 
children oflt·n hikt•. 
Beginning his t·an•t•r in his honw stale 
of Pennsylvania at \'a ll l'y Forgt· al10nal 
Historic Park. Kt·n says northeast Iowa and 
the Upper ~liss1ss1ppi River is "sonw of tht• 
country's most stunning sct•nt•q.·." li t• pro-
vided several photos for this issue. 
ROGER HILL has 
photos.,rraplwd wildlife 
and natun· since Hl62 
when he slarlt.•d hunt-
ing b1g ganw from Iowa 
to Alaska. I hs pas~wn 
is photographing 
Iowa ganw. His work 
is publis hed in countless slate and national 
magazines. Roger lives on a farm with his wik, 
Marcia, near Roland 
JENNIFER WILSON 
rs a tr avl'i wrilt•r 
who writes for Hrttrr 
Homrs & Gardens 
and Mtdu·rst I iring 
Originallr from l ol-
fax , she's rum a t.'lt) 
shckt-r \\ it h a yard 
fu ll of prairie plants in Dt•s \l oint•s. 
wi/sonhoff@msn.com 
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20 The Well-Mannered 
Hunter 
SEPTEMBER I OCTOBER 2007 
Learn ttps to get perm1ssion to hun t pnvate land, be a 
model hun ter and make lifelong fnends along the way 
BY BILL KLEIN 
24 Hunting Forecast 
Fall huntmg season approaches and the Iowa landscape 
JS po1sed to reward hunters w1th her bounty. 
BY MICK KLEMESRUD PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
30 Paddling the Shell 
Rock by Moonlight 
A band of friends meet each full moon to 
make lasttng memones together on the nver. 
BY NATE HOOGEVEEN PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
38 Fall Fishing Bonanza 
Kiss hot and humid goodbye, cool nights and perfect fall 
fishing days are here. Tips on landing late- season fish. 
BY MICK KLEMESRUD 
40 Undisputed 
King of Ducks 
Discover why the canvasback is still the king of ducks. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
46 A Razzle Dazzle Night 
in an Iowa Woods 
Tag along for the intrigue and suspense as nocturnal 
party animals boogie in a southern Iowa forest. 
BY SANDY FLAHIVE 
50 Bo Knows Bucks 
A Heisman Trophy winner and pro athlete gets 
dream- a chance to hunt deer in Iowa. Go in th 
field as Bo Jackson draws his bow. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
53 Rugged Deer Hum 
A rustic, no-frills night in the cold woods h~tnr• 
day m a big, drafty lean-to north of " 0 ' '" 
BY JOE WILKINSON PHOTOS BY CLAY 
--
T oGETHER 
Hzke fields and forests to tum fall colors into vzbrant ilquzd 
dyes. learn to make a szmple leaf press and presen'e folzage 
O uTDOOR SKILLS 
uarn a szmple trirk to knou· if the moon is waxmg or u·aning 
and beat the squirrels to harvest fishing bait from a nutshell. 
M YTH BUSTERS 
Do otters clear out streams and rwers of fish? Get the 
cold truth-are glaczers responsible for Iowa s fertzle sozls? 
A DMIRATION AND LEGACY 
From airborne heavy-lifting to finding 1830s fort artzfarts 
and restoring marshes, meet these hardworking Iowans 
L osT IN IOWA 
Explore some of the natzon's finest scenery,from anczent 
mounds to the highest Misszssippi River bluff at Pzkes Peak. 
M Y BACKYARD 
Scrub carbon from the air with a beautiful act 
WrLD CUISINE 
Hearty and simple pot-iron Reuben sandwiches. 
Recipes to put flavorful new tastes on versatile, wild duck. 
0 n A 'I'T T A 
Learn the stink on this fall pest, the dreaded Asian lady beetle. 
C oNSERVATION UPDATE 
W ARDEN'S DIARY 
T oGETHER 
ACTIVITIES, Tl PS AND EVENTS 
Discover a bounty of intense color palettes 
with easy to-make natural dyes. In the 
March/ April 2008 issue, we will offer simple 
steps to color v1bran t Easter eggs using 
the se super 1ntense d yes that outshine 
store -bought options Get outside with a 
fnend or loved one to gather plants and 
brew a tempest of color. The dyes are easily 
frozen for later use. 
Make double batches for other proJeCts, 
such as t inting fab rics and shirt s. {Alum, 
common m grocery store spice 1sles, sets 
colors to prevent running. To stain fabric, 
add a teaspoon of alum per cup of dye and 
s1mmer for 10 minu t es). 
HERE'S WHAT TO HARVEST THIS FALL 
"You only need a quart of bemes," to 
concoct dye says Winn es h1 ek County 
naturalist Larry Re1s, re nown locally for h1s 
beautiful hand made dyes 
Black cherry, elderberry and wild g rape 
bernes offer a riot of colors Search woodlot 
edges for low-branched black cherry t rees to churn out a burgundy red 
dye. Peep around for elderberries 1n wetter hab1tats m low-ly1ng, wild areas 
to make steel blue grey colors Use wild grape berr1es for royal purple tints . 
H1ke along nver bottoms, hedgerows and fencelines to pluck, n1bble and 
gather a quart for dye. (Obtam landowner permiSSIOn and leave enough 
berries. nuts and leaves for wildlife) 
TO MAKE: Smash berry types separately, add to a pan w1th several cups of 
water and s1mmer 20-30 mmutes to extract p1gments Stram the colorful 
JUICe through a tnple layer of cheese cloth Cool and place 1n a Z1ploc bag 
and freeze rollow the same procedure for the spec1es below 
Wa lnut, butternut and h1ckory create m tense chocolate, tan and 
ol1ve b rown shades. For wa lnuts, "shuck off t he husk, that green yucky 
pan;• says Reis. "When they start to decompose they are easier to husk:' 
Use the p1gment nch husks for dye. Green hickory nuts are eas1er to husk 
than older nuts. Allow butternuts to s1 t and ferment to a1d husk removal 
An 1ce cream palls' worth creates 2-3 cups of dye 
Gather an 1ce cream pall of cottonwood leaves to produce pale yellow 
dye Wild sunflowers make orange-yellow dye Place whole 1nto water and 
s1mmer 30 minutes Gather a gallon of goldenrod flower plumes for a true 
lemon yellow dye Pick a gallon of milkweed leaves to create orange yellow 
dye, agam steepmg 20· 30 mmutes. 
Watch for our March I Apnl 2008 1ssue for a look at using your new dyes to color eggs for Easter. 
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PRESSING FAMILY FUN 
Why drop $50 on a professional plant press when 
you can make on<' at home for next to nothing. 
Phone books work in a pinch, but you can make 
a sturdy plant pn·ss that will stand up to years of 
use with scrap wood, newspapers and cardboard. 
Simply cut two pieces of plywood equal size (12 
inches by 12 inches is a handy size). Clamp the 
boards together and drill a hole in each of the 
four corners. Place a piece of cardboard, slightly 
smaller than the -wood. on one board, followed 
by a sheet of folded newspaper or blotting paper 
and a plant or flower Place another sheet of 
newspaper and cardboard on top. and repl'at 
Ia} ering until all plant specimens are in place. 
Place the other piece of wood on top and secure 
corners wtth a bolt and wing nut. or use a strap 
to ctnch the pieces ttght. Leave undisturbed for 
at least a week 
Dried plants can be used to dress up an old 
candle. make an attractive framed picture or 
used for family crafts Use a glue stick to sNure 
plant material to work surfaces. Dip or lightly 
brush a coat of paraffin wax over candles to 
preserve the plant. 
Roger UlriCh, formerly ofTexas A&M, found that hospital pat1ents w1th 
rooms overlook1ng trees recovered faster, used fewer pamk1llers and left 
the hospital sooner. Un1vers1ty of Maryland research shows that workers 
are s1ck less and have less job stress when their commute prov1des a v1ew 
of trees and their off1ces have trees outside the Windows. 
I fmd that mcredible. A few trees can 1mpact health care and thus the 
national debt. wh1ch of course 1s tied to rismg costs of 1llness. 
If a few trees can do that, 1magine the 1mpact of a state park where 
by my sc1entif1c calculations there must be a gabillion trees. But 1f you 
do head to a park ... don t JUSt soak m the v1ew .. walk . 
If a pill could lower nsks for heart attack, diabetes, stroke. osteoporOSIS 
and breast and colon cancer while reducmg we1ght, cholesterol, 
const ipation, depress1on and impotence and mcrease muscle mass. flatten 
the belly and reshape thighs while reducing nsks of age -related dement1a 
and made you better looking with no side effects - 1t would cost an arm 
and a leg .. except 1n Canada where 1t would only cost a leg. 
Research shows that walkmg most days of the week delivers those 
benefits . Yet the Centers for D1sease Control reports around 75 percent of 
Americans don't get 30 minutes of daily exerc1se, whether walking or more 
strenuous sport or recreation . And one-third of us live a sedentary life. 
"We used to think that exercise had to hurt, and you had to bleed 
and throw up to accomplish anything." sa1d Susan Johnson, d~rector of 
contmumg education at the Cooper Institute in Dallas, wh1ch stud1es the 
link between personal hab1ts and health . "We now know that's not true." 
Greg Heath, lead scientist in the CDC's physical act1v1ty and health 
branch, says early m your walk glands secrete adrenaline mto your 
bloodstream and your heart beats faster and causes your blood pressure to 
go up. The heart pumps more blood away from the chest mto limb muscles 
used to h1ke trails Blood vessels in the arms and legs expand as they're 
fed more nutrients and oxygen by the blood. As your heart rate climbs, 
you're taking more breaths per minute, mcreasmg oxygen 1ntake 10 t 1mes 
the amount If you are sedentary As muscles receive more blood, they use 
stored carbohydrates and sugar starches. Metabolism- the process of 
convert1ng food to fuel speeds up. As a resu lt, so does d1gest1on. 
By wa lkmg 10,000 to 12,000 steps you can control your we1ght. Wa lk 
2,000 more steps and you can lose weight w1th a hea lthy d1et. For an 
average stnde, 10,000 steps equals about five miles Many Iowans get 
less than 2,500 to 5,000 steps a day. 
"Me thmks chat the moment my legs begm to move, my thoughts begtn 
to flow."-Henry Dav1d Thoreau 
Tim Lane zs the fitness consultant wzth the Iowa Drpartment 
of Publzc Jlcalth He ts also a marathoner. former dzrector of the 
1\atuma/ 5kz Patrol. climber, IJO/leyba/1 coach and cyclzst He has 
cycled across ,1menca once and Iowa 25 twzrs llr's a regular 
partzctpant 111 RAC,BRAI and dez•eloped the Rtdc l~ight safety 
pro~[ram Tun also helped design and promotes Lighten Up Iowa. 
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chiY:Jren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A. j ay Ww ter educates up to 20,000 lou·a children 
each year as the DNR 's traimng spec zalrst at the 
Sprwgbrook Co nservatzon I .. du catzon Center 
Why do t rees have circles in the m iddle ? 
- ABIGAIL, Age 7 
T hose "c ircles" a re called tree rings, also 
known as g rowth or annual nngs Aptly named, 
the} are meas urements of each }ear·~ growing 
cycle Within each ring are two layers of wood. 
~pringwood. which is lighter in color and 
indicates wood grown early in the season, and 
s ummerwood, which shows late season g rowth. 
Springwood rings are wider becau~e g rowing 
conditions are typically better early in the ~easo n. 
By studying tree rings (dendrochronology}, 
scientists can tell much more about the tree 
than just age. They can reconstruct past climate 
because trees are good environmental indicators. 
T rees produce s mall rings in years of drought, 
larger c ircles when g rowing conditions a re good. 
Sc ientis ts can also pinpoint the occurrence an d 
frequency of fires by locating r ing scar ring. 
Fishing Bait in a Nutshell 
Squirrels and gobblers love acorns and oddly enou~ , fish do too. Rake up acorns and 
place in a bucket or tray of water. Those that float c uld house an acorn weevil, a wax-
worm-like grub. The impact from the acorn fall sig als the grub to drill out of the shell 
to burrow underground for the wmter. Float a cor s within a day or two offalling--they 
are less likely to have the pencil-lead sized ex1t h le. Open shells with a hammer nut 
cracker to remove grubs and bait them on a sm II hook for panfish. 
If the shape of the illumin 
into the cup of your LEFT HAN 
is WANING, where the lighted p.,.. •• ,,"" 
becomes less each night. If the moon 
fits into the cup of your RIGHT HAND, 
the moon is WAXING, or on its way to 
becoming full. 
lt lakes 29.5 days to complete a lunar cycle. 
When two fu ll moons appear du ring a month, 
(this happens every 2.7 years) it is called a 
blue moon. If you weren't paying atte ntion, 
you missed the blue moon of 2007 last May. 
Stay tuned, the next blue moon will occur in 
December 2009. 
- - - - - - - - - ~ GOT A SKILL TO SHARE? ~ - - - - - - - - -
If we use it we will give you a gift from the Iowa Nature Store. Send to: OUTDOORSKILLS@DNR.STATE.IA. US 
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The return of the river otter stands as one of Iowa's most successful chapters in 
wildlife restoration. But as otters continue to expand their range, some anglers are 
concerned the forbearers will have a negative impact on local fish populations. 
" It's definitely a topic where passions run high;' says DNR Forbearer Specialist 
Ron Andrews. 
" We'd love to be able to give fishermen a definite yes or no answer, but the fact 
of the matter IS that we just can' t say with certainty what impact- if any-o~rs 
really do have on specific fisheries," he adds. 
Researchers know most about otter and fish interactions within farm pond 
settmgs. Small ponds are the biological equivalent of 'aquatic cereal bowls' and 
present foraging otters with the potential to virtually eliminattt desirable fish 
populations, says Andrews. 
" When 1t comes to a stream setting, the jury is still out," says 
Andrews. "Otters are opportunistic and will take whatever 
fish species are most readi ly available. In many cases 
they end up foraging on less desirable sp~ies such 
as chubs, suck~rs or rough fish." 
Although trout fishing enthusiasts have voiced 
concerns over seeing an increased number of otters 
along northeastern Iowa streams, there is currently 
no evidence to support claims that the forbearers 
are having a negative impact on cold water fifheries. 
" We often find river otters and trout living in tAe 
same streams," says Andrews. "The numbers of catchable 
trout and natural reproduction of (brown) trout remains good 
~sori11 e of the same streams where we also have some the best otter 
populat1ons found anywhere in the state:' 
~ During the fall of 2006, river otters became legal game for Iowa 
trappers. The season was limited to a statewide take of 400 animals 
and was the first legal harvest of otters in more than a century. 
A g1gant1c sheet of 1ce, thousands of feet thick, creeps across 
what IS now Iowa, slowly grindmg and chewing the ground beneath . 
It's that glac1er gnawed so1l that g1ves us today's bumper crops of 
corn and soybeans, nght? While the g laciers may have g1fted us w1th 
wetlands, lakes and nvers, the g laciers' effect on Iowa's soil was 
flowers blanketed Iowa, covenng about 99 percent of the state 
before European settlement Those grasses and flowers grew tall and 
dug even deeper mto the soil, locking in the organ1c materia l and 
nutnents created by generat1ons of decomposing plants and insects. 
The deep roots held these natural fertilizers 1n the soil, making 1t 
well, JU St the tip of the 1ceberg. As the mass1ve ice sheets melted, 
torrents of sed1ment loaded water poured down Midwestern rivers. 
ultimately leavmg sed1ment behmd on floodpla 1ns. L1ke a g1gant1c 
Dust Bowl, wmds scattered this sed1ment across the M1dwest The 
wmd blown silt, better known as loess, covers much of Iowa, most 
famously creatmg western Iowa's unique Loess H1lls Pra1ne began 
to grow on the loess, and as plants, an1mals and Insects lived, d1ed 
and fert1l1zed the prairie, a rich soil was created from the loess - or 
as we know 1t today, our valuable topsoil. Soon, pra1ne grasses and 
so productive now. Today, less than one percent of Iowa's ong1nal 
pra 1ne remains to reinvigorate the soil "Giac1al depOSitS are good 
for makmg soil, especially when they're new, but m Iowa, our best 
soils formed from pra1nes growmg out of loess," according to State 
Geologist Bob Libra loess makes better so1l than glac1al sed1ment, 
and soils formed from loess-based pra~ries is better than soli formed 
under forest, says Libra . So. the next t1me you smk your teeth mto a 
JUICY ear of Iowa sweet corn thank the bluestems and coneflowers 
that came before. - BY JESSIE ROLPH BROWN 
HAVE AN OUTDOOR OR ENVIRONMENT RELATED QUESTION? Send quest tons to "ASK THE EXPERT," IOWA OUTDOORS 
MAGAZINE, 502 E. 9TH STREET, DES MOINES, fA 50379-0034, or ematl to ASKTHEEXPERT@DNR.STATE.IA .US 
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A DMIRATION AND LEGAC 
LIFT G IVER'S SPIRITS 
KATA McCARVILLE, FAYETTE PHOTOS BY KEVIN SANDERS 
Upper Iowa professor organizes Volga R1ver cleanup and hel icopter lift 
Wf-)o do you ca11 when a ~. 500 poL.r'd tanK sits 1n yoL.r favortte spot d.onq the Vo1qa R1ver' If you're k.dta 
McCarv~lle, it's the Nat1011al Guard Mc(arvllle, dn dSSIStdl1t qeoc;c 1encec; professor dt Upper Iowa Umver-
s ty in Fayette, rounded up students and 50 volunteerc; to tdc kle nver trac;h w1th no means to move the 
old co-op truck tank. A disastrous 1999 flood stranded the t3nk next to B1g Rock, a p1cture~oue c;tudent 
hangout 1naccess1ble by roads Wh•le volunteers yanked a motel s1gn. teapot'>, b1cyclec;, propane tanks 
and t res from the nver, the Nat1oni1 1 CnJard hovered 
above 11'1 a Chinook hel•copter. In less than 10 m1nutes, 
the helicopter sw1ftly ltftc>d the tank and dropped t 
tnto Birdnow Auto Salvaqe a few m•les away "It's an 
or>gohg m1ss1on of o~..r~ to move equ1pment, c;o th1s s 
great tra n1ng for us, and fun to do; ~ays C h1ef Warrant Officer 4 artd p lot Dan LeDoux 
of the rowa Army "'auoral Guard umt based tn Davenport McCarv1lle orgamzed the 
cleanup alof'lq the 12-m•·e r1ver stretch after Kayakmy w1th a class A $900 Commun1ty 
leaders tf1t">anong Area Rwers (CLEAR) Gfant fro'll the DNR allowed her to recyc e thr:> 
tank and other scrap metal pulled from the qver. It wac; a rea opportumt) to bend 
what 1 want to do 1n the classroof'l and somethtng that would br:>nefn the c of'lmJrt ty, 
McCarville says "The Vo•qd has a ot gomg for t, but I wanted to "ef' tre commun tv 
protect 1t drtd use 1t as a drdw for recreatron· 
ESTO I GA fFUGE 
MARK AND TERRY BROCKWAY, BURLINGTON 
Brothers renovate vast w etland area and create wildlife refuge 
Toddy, Its a luxurious rec;t stop for ducks and w1ld1ife along the1r m1qrat on Interstate The land • 
where the Skunk RIVEr rneets the Ml'iSISSippl more resembled a dilap1dated roads1de motel, 
logged and c; I ted r', before Burlington brothers Mark and Terry Brockway restored 1,600 acre~. 
"Mark and I dec1ded 1f there was a poss1b1llty to purchase the property, we would, to ~,we 11 
We rPade a prom1se th ll Wt: WOJid turn 8'> percent of 1t IntO a refuge, Terry ~uys fhey rt;Stored 
600 acres of wetlaPds, allowed strearT'c; to f'leander and planted 5,000 trees, t'arn1nq them 
the 2001 NatiOf'lal Wetlaf1ds Award for Landowner Stewardship. The brothers p•antr:>d natural 
grasses, sunflowerc;, and rn1lkweed, produong a natural buffet for bald ea~)lec;, bl1..e herons, 
egrets qame b1rds, -;onqb rrls, t>ven butterfl1es. ·one year we had m1llloroc; of mof"larLhs You 
couldn't see throuqh thPrP they were so th1ck, Mark says '"he duo worked w1tb many orqdl11 
zat1ons, but pdld most of the c.O!.tS themselves.· The1r level of fTlOt1vat on stdr-ds out, beca1..se 
of the1r pass1on for 'lature, says Randy Robb, a Natural Resources Co11Servat1or Serv c e wet-
land restoration '>pecldllc;t rt'e brotl')ers opened tf'Je1r Greater Blue ~lero'l W1ldltft> Ref1..qe to 
the public Our dad I as always tauqht uc; to en,oy nature and protect t, ... r:>rry sayc; "I rn d f'lOSt 
65 and felt t wac;, t1me to q1ve back to nature, and th1~ wac; the perfect Mea to do tl')at 
A HISTORICAL RENDEZVOUS 
MYLES KUPKA AND AL BECKER, FORT ATKINSON 
Vo lunteers work more than 15 years to share the area's rich history 
For more than 15 years, AI Becker and Myles Kupka have been d1qging up l11story at the 
Fort Atkinson State Preserve in Winneshiek County The pair works w1th archeological exca-
vations, organizes volunteers, writes grants and teaches schoolchildrPn e<Hnlng an out-
standing serv1ce award from the Iowa State Preserves Adv1sory Bo,mJ 'l hey cHe a m1racle 
rn gettrng local volunteers exCited about history and prec;erv,Jtlon; 'ii1ys board member 
C1ndy Peterson The fort, occup1ed from 1840 to 1849, sat 1n d1sc1rray for years. Today, It's a 
h ghly valued archaeolog1cal stte and teach1ng tool, tranks to Becker ond Kupka The pa1r 
has coordinated d1gs that unearthed artifacts from the fort wh1ch stood 1n the "neutral 
zone," where the federa• government moved th(> Wmr-ebaqo to separate the feud1ng 
S1oux. Sac and Fox. "We want to keep t for someone else The drea (neutral zone) here IS 
un~que 1t s the only one; says Kupka, who's ed tne Fort Atklf'ISon H1stor1c al Preservation 
CommiSSIOn s1nce 1ts 1nceptton in 1990 Becker, a history teacher for ~0 yearc;, v1s·ts schools 
tn per1od dress before the annual Fort Atkinson Rendezvous )c hoot Day, where more than 
1,000 students Wdtch demonstratrons on Iowa p1oneer life "It c; tak1nq our local h1story and 
putt1nq n 1nto perspective; Becker says. 
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~~,LosT IN IOWA- ROAD TRIP 
BY JENNIFER WILSON PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
Ancient effigy mounds, 500-foot bluffs and cold 
springs abound along the Father of\iVaters in 
tnagical Marquette and McGregor. I-i"'ron1 high 
atop Pikes Peak, let fall colors ignite your soul. 
Wrapped in a fiery blanket of autum n maple, oak, sumac, birch and aspen, the northeast Iowa towns of Marquette and McG rego r tuck into a pocket of land 
where fa rm and river meet. Hig h limestone bluffs hois t travelers up to view this 
fine spectacle of nature, as the fall co lors of thi ck lowland forest along the Mississi]ppi~ 
River bid farewe ll to summer. 
Anci<'nt buria l mounds and effigies in the region -;land as evidence that people 
have always come here for solace, be it to commune with the spirits or to pull a big 
old Northern pike from moving water or to drink a great cup of coffee in a sprightly 
littk shop that's seen 100 years of wanderer-; ju-;t like those traversing its bluffs and 
backwaters today. 
r _,.. .,.[ . . QT~E RVER 
In northeast Iowa, th e cattl e and co rn just se{'m to fall off the edge of farm 
country and into the Mississippi River valley. ll erc. anglers dip into the river's 
abundance eve ry season of the year. 
AI Pikes Peak State Park, just ove r 11 miles of trail traverse 960 acres of land, 
including Pikes Peak Overlook a few s teps from a pri s tine campground. In its 
bri lli ant panorama, th e area's hi story unfurls. 
In 1805, after th e Louis iana Purchase. Zebulon Pike explored the Mississippi to 
find a s uitable military fort. Pike chose this very spot for the rockin' view, though 
the government se ttled on the more accessible Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. (Later, 
Pike was sent furth e r west, accounting for The Other Pikes Peak in Colorado.) 
Jus t across the rive r from th e overlook, two centurit'S earlier, explorers 
Marquette and Joli e t rounded th e final be nd of the Wisconsin River in a canoe. 
"They wcr{' the firs t white men to see what is now called Iowa," says Park 
Manager Matt Tschirgi (pronounced shur-gee-it's Swiss). 
Families funnel past the overlook, then hike 15 min utes along a wooden 
boardwalk to Bridal Veil Falls, with its horseshoe-shaped dribble of water that 
fr<>ezes in winter to look like its namesake. The quieter old-growth oak and hickory 
forest trail to Point Ann takes 3 1h-hours-less on s reward is a cool view of 
McGregor (and an unfortunately gigantic grain mill), established 1837 
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• 
The adjacent nver 1mmersed in fog. The Great 
River Road, a U S National Scemc Byway, peeks 
through the treed bluffs near Effigy Mounds 
National Monument and Pikes Peak State Park. 
For peak fall color reports, visit the DNR forestry 
webpage at www.1owadnr.gov. 
•''-------1-L OS T IN I 0 WLL..IA....___ 
1) H1ker~ E>xamme three con1c.al bunal mounds dd)acent the fff1qy Mounds VISitor center 2 ) At P1kes Peak State Park several hundred steps 
take h1kE.>rs down to Br1dal VE>II Falls. 3) McGregor s Mam StrE>et offers ant1qut:' shops, t:'atenE.>s and places to parch th1rst dftt:'r dn dctlve ddy 
outdoors The town sprouted m 183/ when d nver ferry beqan, although •ocal history reaches back thousands of yf'ars ev1denc£>d by Amen-
c.an lnd1cJn efflqy dnd con1cal mounds 4) Ndmed by settler~ for the strangE> sounds near the h1lls1de entrance, today VISitors can explore thE' 
47 degrE>e Spook Cave Vlcl bout tour 5&8) Fall color v1ews from P1kes Peak near the p1cn1c area. 6) In the wmter Bndol Ve1l Falls forms a long 
wt>dq<' of ICE' that resemblE's 1g namesake says park manc~ger MJtt Tschnq1, who notes a bear shaped eff1gy mound 1s found left of the falls 
Antler tip flakers 
7&1 O) V1s1tor center exh1bits at Eff1gy Mounds show stone points of chNt dnd fldkers used to ch1p or knap the ston!.' pomts A modi.' I Ngl!.' 
nest bu1lt by Boy Scouts g1ves v1sitors an impress1on of actual nest s1ze V1s1tors should budget 2 '; 3 hours forth!.' center and s£>veral h1ke~ 
more to hike 7 m1l('s roundtnp to Hanging Rock 9) The off1ce at Spook C c~ve neclr the prtvate campground 11) P1kes P('ak campground offt>r~ 
77 camps1te~ wuh pane and oak tree shade and an Immaculate re~troom/shower faCility Fall1~ the bus1est campmg tim£>, w1th ccJmpsltec; 
filling as early dS m1d week (make reservations ell 1 877 IAPARKS) Pe.1k leaf VIE"wmg 1s usuc~lly m1d October or call the park for cond1t1ons 
(563/873-2341 ). Hikers can explore steep wooded bluffs and valleys, sh£>N walls of Decorah limestone dnd river overlooks 
'-------'! L 0 S T IN I 0 W_....__A _ 
a-; a ferry crossing by the man whose private land became 
th1s park 
"l h1s 1s when• everything funneled through, and trails 
and 1 oads developed to move westward," says Tschirgi. "It 
wa-; a gatt'\'.<1} to tilt' west ·· 
It'-; 110\'. ct gatewa} to a fine port1on of the Upper 
M1ss1ss1pp1, where the river is relatively d<'an and -;Jow. 
and a kw hour-; in a boat restoreth the -;out 
A DELICATE BALANCE 
"I really lovt this river .. 
Tsrhirgi pushc-; off a canoe from the ~11}' Magill boat 
ramp just south of the park He\; a young guy. tall and 
thin. wt•anng that -;tandard flopp} canvas h,Jt canoe 
people often do. He glide-; along Johnson I;.,Jough, noting 
will n· motorboat wakes erode tht• rin•rbank. and tn·t•s 
'>l l m to nearh: .. ltdt tnto the water An otlt'r t•asl'S into 
dut kweed. and a fish breaks the -;mooth sut face in sparch 
of bn·akfast 
'tel there 1s -;omething that seems almost brillle lwre. 
Hunks of ~tyrofoam bob against a bank. I 1sh111g line 
dangle-; from a tree, just across from a roost1ng bald 
eagle studwusl} 1gnonng visitors. 
Tschirg1 says local river clean-ups make a good 1 <'<lson 
to Vl'>ll a little work, a little sightseeing At the vc1 y 
least. any traveler can pack out tra-;h. 
Paddltng 1s a ftne \'.a} to survey the water's health . 
I -;ch1rg1 nods toward the eagle to mak<.> h1s po1nl. "If we 
would've bt•t•n 1n a motor boat, he \\'Ould've been oulla 
hen•," h< sa}s "Motorboats seem like the> push tiH' 
.... itdlife out of the1r homes" 
~1her river maples ltne the water in pastel shades ol 
><·llow and green A misty fog hangs low Tsch1rgi drops 
a hl av} rock in a small net as an anchor. and ca-;ts a ft-...,. 
time" around a -.nag, hoping to catch a ba..,s or northern. 
In fall, lw says. the buzz of Jet-~kts and power boats 
subsldl·s I eaf-peepers crowd in dunng weekends, but 
weekdays, VIsitors can gel pleasantly lost here . TIH' 
L ppe1 Mis-; just seems to offer a sense of enveloping 
calm that feels pretty good. 
Robert Myers, owner of Boatel's boat rental on the 
north side of McGregor, says that's what brings his 
customers back every year. White-haired and tan, Myc1 s 
scuttles around a while-and-aqua pontoon that matches 
his white jeans and cobalt blue shirt in retro style 
I lc hands out advice before vacationers launch his 
pontoon "~lay in the channel, and use common scnst•," 
he says "Have a safe trip, and watch out for barges'" 
Boating the main channel boils down to this ~lay 
bel\ .. ecn the red buoys of the Wisconsin SICle clnd the 
green buoys of the lov.a side. Easy stuff There 1sn't 
a lock and dam to cross for 17 miles north or 18 mtle.,; 
south The nver is wide, so it's easy to avoid ka~akers 
hugg1ng the shoreline and barges chugging coal 
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shipments upstream or grain do\'.n-;tream to the Gulf to 
ship overseas. There are plenty of sand bars to dock and 
hang out. 
"\ou can hike any of the islands, and see eagles in the 
\'oilnler," says \1)-ers " ot too long ago, \\'l' saw lrumpetcr 
swans. Any t11ne of they ear, it's muskrats, beaver, or little 
water animals 
"It's really just a great place to be" 
OLD TIMES, NEW TIMES 
" ... 'feeling' tht past and the environment is as valid an 
l'Xf>t'rience as 'kno, .. tng' 1t scJentitically." 
Thl• words of anthropologist R (lark ~lallam posted at 
Effigy r..tounds "lational t\lonument. three miles north of 
i\l.1rquette along H1gh\\ay 76, seem a din•ct command for 
visitors to immerse in the spirit of this area. On r a 1.000 
animal-shaped earthen Indian mounds, known as cffig1es 
remain in the three-slate region from a Woodland<. ulture 
that built them for reasons that we may nt•ver know. No 
other place in the world has th1s concentration of effigy 
m o u n ct.. 
A muse urn, interpretive center and more than 200 
Amn1u1n Indian mounds are located at the monument, on 
sll'<'P trails along 400-foot bluffs 
Three khaki-clad women head to the mounds, lured in 
after a guided hike along the 1\lltsSJSsiPPI Fly" .. a~ 
"I think it's because the> 're mystenous, and so old," says 
Ang1t Farrell of Lakeville, Minn 
""'wt only can you enjo} the mounds for history." says 
Jud> Bt•ckman of Fairmont, !\linn., wyou ran tnJOY lht• 
natural surroundings, which are really unique to this part 
of the world." 
Just as area parks preserve trau."·• of bygone times, 
so does the lO\\"n of \kGregor. showtng how n'I10\ a ted 
storefronh revive the spirit of cl piau• It's rlear that the 
to\\n is flounshing because of 1ts conservation eflorls 
\larquelle, a mile north. 1sn 't as far along. but does have 
a \'.IIH'r> worth checking out. and the popular Isle of 
Capn casino 
As more people travel here, places like Iowa roadtrip 
icon ~pook Cave wil1 see even more traffic. ~even miles 
west of McGregor on Highways 18 and 52. this 93-acre 
campground features a cave at the base of a 90 fool bluff 
along Bloody Creek (good for trout fishing) Take a flat-
bottom boat on a drippy, damp guided lour (not good for 
the claustrophobic) and immerse in its lore and legend as 
people have done for decades 
Fall brings an arts and crafts fest1val, farmers market 
and flea market to the small towns But soak1ng in the 
surroundings seems to be the favored pastune around here 
"There's a phrase that some of the old-l1mcrs usc that I 
ltke-the} call this area Little Switzerland." sa)s Tsch1rgi. 
"Maybe f'm partial to it because I'm Sw1ss, but anyone who 
visits here knO\\S that descriptton isn'ttoo far off the mark." 
1 &2) Spook Cc!Ve, 7 miles west of McGregor close~ Oct 29th along Wjth the private campground and lake Boat tourc; of the cave last 3S 
mmutes and a l1ght Jacket IS recommended for the 47 degree a1r temperatures 3) Its a common m1s<.om:ept1oo of the v1ew, say~ ONR P1kec; 
Peak manager Matt Tc;<.hlrgl You cant see three statP.s from here that s farthN upr ver he says But from thiS over•ook you can see Wydlus 
mg State Park across the nver m W1sconsin at the tonfluence of the W1sconsm and MISSISSIPPI R1ver here and an eagles eye v1ew hundreds 
of feet above numerous h1decJway sloughs and ISI.mds The park nlso offers hm1ted mountam b1kmg. 4) After qazmq at commerc.al barge~ 
navigating the channels castmg for trout on arecl strec~ms off<>rs sohtudP on smaller water as alltumn gold spills forth on c;treams With great 
place names like Sny Mi.lqlll and Bloody Run 


BY BILL KLEIN 
Jljfost hunters knnu· to ask permz.sszon before lumtmg on 
1 Y 1 pnvatc land. and to close the gates so the cou·s don't get out. 
!Jut pm•atr-land rtzquette extends far beyond that. 
traddling the peak of the roof on my 100-year-old farmhouse. 
the roofer had a good L'zew of deer habztat. 'Td cons1der 11 a 
prll'llege zf I could try my luck bowlzuntmg on your place," he sazd. 
Wizen I sazd maybe he could, he scrambled down the ladder 
to show me Ius expcnswe bow, tucked in a Izard case under the 
roofing tools 111 Ius truck Also m the case was a quwer full of 
carbon-shaft broadheads and some field points/or practrce 
From underneath a bow and arrow target so riddled wzth holes 
that zt looked ltke a grant round of Swz.ss cheese, he fished out a 
dog-eared photo album 
"And flus IS my son jason," he said as he led me through 
ser•eral pages of deer huntmg snapshots. 
"But where are the deer'J" I asked 
"Oh. jason has passed on lots of smaller does and button bucks. 
He's waztmgfor the nght one" 
After tellmg me he scouts year-round, he asked, ~Do you mmd 
zf I take a break from the roofing to look for deer stgns now')" 
"Chuck." I satd. "I'm paymg you by the job, not by the hour 
Have attt " 
Unknowwgly, or perhaps knowmgly, Chuck had Jut all of my 
"yes" buttons/or grantmg permrssron to hunt He had obviously 
made an t1westment oftrme, energy and resources in Ius sport 
He lwew the cnlzcal rmportance of scouting early. And most 
rmporla nt to me, he had made a commitment to teach the next 
generalton of hunters reverence for the resource. 
For nearly 20 years I've been granting or denying hunters 
access to my small farm. And for many more years, I've been 
as/ling for pernussion to hunt all across the Midwest. I've made 
some mtslalles, especrally early in my hunting career. And I've 
learned/rom them I've seen hunters who do-and hunters who 
don '!-get the dtrect conneclton between their behavror and I herr 
access to pnvate land 
Here are some Jugllltghts of tire lore I have picked up and !ned 
to pass along to my own sons and daughters. 
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Jcoat 6Tor :land 
One of my axioms of hunting: Go where the 
game is Check out the wildlife population 
in your desired area. Then plan one or more 
scouting trips at least a month in advance of 
the season opener. 
Take along a plat map book of the county 
you are scouting. If you see game while you are 
driving around, mark the location on the map. 
The plat book provides the landowner's name, 
then you can use the telephone directory or 
Internet to look up a phone number or mailing 
address to contact the owner later. Many county 
offices sell plat maps of individual townships 
(six square miles) or a plat map book of all 
townships in a county. 
cralk to lite :landowner 
Whenever possible, ask for hunting permission 
face to face It's much easier for a landowner to 
say "no" over the phone. 
When you meet the landowner, light up your 
face with your warmest smile and stale who you 
are. Begin the discussion by referring to the plat 
map. The map labels you a serious hunter intent 
on not trespassing, and it enables you to show 
the owner where you would like to hunt. Specify 
when and for what species you plan to hunt. Be 
candid about how many hunters will be with you. 
Try to keep your group small. 
Property owners like to know who is hunting 
on their land. When I approach landowners, l 
always hand them one of my hunter's cards. One 
side of the card has my name, address, and phone 
number, and a picture of my dog and me. The nip 
side has my hunter honor code. I invested about 
$35 in my cards at a local print shop. 
9tdrodace 'lfoUilfJ 6JIILillers 
If you plan to have youngsters hunt with 
you. have them tag along when you ask for 
permission. This experience serves as a good 
example for young hunters, and their presence 
enhances your chance for success in securing 
permission. Young people bring the right kind 
of rmotions to the moment-anticipation, 
excitement and joy. And adults find it harder 
to disappoint children. 
If the answer is "no," always say, "Thank you, 
just tht• sam<.'." I've been stopped in my retreat 
to my truck several times by people who changed 
their mind because of my courteous behavior. 
If the answer is "yes," ask the landowner to 
tell you where not to hunt. Mark the location 
of livestock, standing crops, and any other 
off-limits sections in pencil on your plat map. 
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Cflllllt to Walk 
On the day of the hunt, park near the 
landowner's home. let him or her know you've 
a rrived, and then walk-don't dnve- to the 
hunting ground. Walkmg is one of the jo}s of 
hunting And it assures you won't be mashing 
c rops with a 5,000-pound pickup truck 
If you are hunting with a dog, make sure your 
host has agreed to that. Use a leao.;h until you are 
away from cats and other temptatwns RC'member. 
how you and th e other members of your hunting 
party conduct yourselves will d1ctatc whetlwr you 
will be welcomed back-or not. 
eltick to 1foar eltated 
6Tune a.n2 (!aarrg 
A yes from a lan downer doesn't mean cartt• 
blanche to hunt anythmg a n} tune . Agree on 
what quarq you \'viii hunt and wlwn }OU \\.·ill 
hunt Never assume permtss1on to hunt 1s for 
any other day than that one you asked to hunt 
I gave a fellow permission to hunt dcC'r on 
my property last fall. Hearing sevt'ra l reports 
from hi s s hotg un before 8 a m , I thought he was 
e ithe r s hooting poorly or had multipl<' tags to 
fill. But whe n he came back to his truck, he was 
carrying two pheasants. When I reminded him 
of th e 8 a .m. star t time on pheasants, he sa1d, 
"I don't have my watch with me" 
Wear your watch And if you say you want 
to hunt deer, stick to deer 
9/lter lite :Land 011lg 
Witk o/lermission 
If you want to put up a deer stand, first discuss 
its construction, placement and dismantling 
If you need to trim branches to open s hooting 
lanes, get the landowne r's approval before 
whacking away. 
If you are camping overnight on th e prope rty, 
a campfire is nice; but fir s t ask if yo u may build 
one. Always judge dry co nditi ons, humidity and 
wind befo re lighting a fire. Wh e n in doubt about 
your ability to contain a fire, do without. 
A good rule of thumb: Leave things as you 
found them. Assume you will be c leaning your 
game at you r own home. In case circumstances 
such as warm weather dictate gulling immediately, 
gel your host's permission before un sheathing 
your knife. Ask if you should bury th e gut pile. 
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A compact shovel is a handy tool on all kinds 
of hunts Besides using it to clean up after 
drawing game, you can use it to d1g a latrine. The 
same deer hunter who -shot birds on my property 
a lso left some toilet paper, nagging hi-s open-air 
spot, which my black lab found and roll ed in. 
elag 6T/uuzks in 6J9wzg Wags 
Nter the hunt, take a moment to stop and say 
thanks If you've been successful , ask if the 
landowner would enjoy a share of the harvest. 
Deliver cleaned, wrapped and labe led game as 
soon as possi ble. Remember to g1ve your host 
a game receipt with your name. addre-s-s, and 
hunting license ID number: the recipient's name 
and address; a description of the gift (including 
quantity of each species). and the date 
When you are hunting someone's property, you 
m1ght notice a problem, such as a broken fence or 
a tree down across a tractor path. Tell your host 
what you have seen and offer to help fix it 
When you've hung up you r hunting boots for 
another season, write a follow-up letter to your 
hosts. I once sent a photograph of my daughter to 
a farm couple who hosted her first pheasant hunt. 
When I returned a year late r, I was pleased to see 
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the picture s till posted on their refrigerator. 
I have a list of landowners who get a poinsettia 
from me every Christmas, whether or not I hunted 
on their property the previous fall. Expensive? 
Yes, but consider the money you have invested in 
your hunting equipment. A gift to thank the people 
who provided you a place to hunt is a small part of 
your overall investment in the spor t. 
CJCeep '!Jour liPriends 
The friendships I forge with landowners are 
among the genuine joys of hunting. Many 
years ago I was granted permission to hunt 
pheasants on a farm in Union County. Russe ll , 
the landowne r, enjoyed teaching me about the 
bus iness of farming. Now, nearly 30 years 
later, it has been my privilege to count his son, 
Ken , and grandson, David, among my life-long 
friends. The social gatherings after the hunt 
are like icing on the cake for a bird hunter. 
Such friends hips transcend the taking of 
another buck or another duck . And they add 
a dimens ion to the sport that las ts well beyond 
the hunting season. 
Bill Klein is a lifelong hunter 
and a fre elance writer. 
• • • 
6Jftmfer 6Jfonnr 6fode 
CJ promise to hww tire rules 
before tire season starts. 
CJ promise to obeg the rules 
even wlten fW one is watcltinfJ. 
CJ promise to teock the next 
!JeiLerafion of lumJ:ers bg 
!JOOd exompfe. 
CJ promise to remember l1l!J 
personaL bO!J limit 'llOfl be 
less dlOfl tire letJoilimit. 
CJ promise to treat tire lmu1 and 
tire lmulowner witk respect. 
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RINGNECK PHEASANTS 
Pheasant hunters take note. Iowa rema1n-; one of the top pheasant hunting 
s tates in the countr y. and the tradition of famili(•s coming together each fall 
to pursue this wily bird will continue in 2007 
Despite the Hawkeye State'-; elevated po-;1t1on among pheasant hunting 
destinations. Iowa nngnecks may be a bit more diff1cult to find in 2007 if 
roadside counts confirm what appear-. to be a poor nesting season. Based 
on weather data from the NatiOnal Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), Iowa's winter had more snow and ice cov<'r than ave rage and spr ing 
was wetter than normal. not good news for Iowa pheasants. He n pheasant 
survival is better after mild wmlers with less snow cover. and nesting succe'>S 
is beller during warm. dry springs 
Although the weather model prC'dicts similar or lower pheasant population 
from 2006, there will be good numbers in regions with better upland habitat. 
Iowa's northwest region had the highco;.;t pheasant populatio n in 2006, 
followed by the north-central and central regions. The nesting outlook was 
more positive in east central and southeast Iowa because more normal snow 
cover and spring weather prevailed Heavy ra111s m western Iowa did not 
bode well for successful pheasant nesting. 
The key to finding pheasants is habitat. Where there is larger c hunks of 
habitat, there will be birds. While some regions are better than others, each 
offers pockets of good habitat and good pheasant hunting. 
While the weather-bac;ed population pr(•diction model is accurate 70 percent 
of the time, the best predictor for pheasant population is the DNR's August 
Roadside Survey. The su rvey is conducted between Aug. 1- 15 and the results 
are posted at www.iowadnr.gov by ~cpl. l5. Hunters can leave their e-mail on 
the site and receive notification of when roadside numbers are posted. 
WATERFOWL OUTLOOK 
Waterfowl hunters have good reason to bc optimistic 
a good production year from ducks and geese usually 
means lots of young. inexperienced waterfowl in the fall 
flight. And that usually r&sults in above average harvesh. 
Iowa hunte rs s hould be optimistic, but also realistic 
The groundwork for a good fall flight through the stale is 
there, but wh<'n the birds arrive, wh<>n· they congregate 
and how long they stay depends on summ and fall 
weather patt<>rns 
DUCKS 
Wetland habitat conditions varied substantially across lhe 
Prairie Pothole Region of North America. but overall, more 
ar<>as had good habitat than poor. As a result, ducks are 
expected to have an average to better than average productiOn 
year. North Iowa had dry and wet areas producing average 
breeding conditions. A wetter than average spring in 5outh 
Dakota bodes well for duck production and a good flight 
through western Iowa. Norlh Dakota had habitat similar to 
Iowa, but overall wetland conditions appeared good and an 
av<·rage fall flight is expected. 
In Minnesota, habitat conditions were generally good 
in the southern part of the sta te, but very poor due to dry 
wrather in north-central and northeast Minnesota. The 
dry conditions should result in good wild rice production, 
attracting ducks to that region and placing them in a good 
position to migrate over central and eastern Iowa. 
Th<> prairie portions of Alberta, Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba had fair to good pond numbers, whereas the 
parklands in these provinces gt>nerally had excellent 
wetland conditions. The Northwest 1 rrritorics had good 
habitat conditions as well. As a whole, that should result 
in an above average fall flight. Local habitat conditions 
and the fall weather patterns will large ly determine how 
many of these birds stop in Iowa. 
CANADA GEESE 
Canada geese should have an average production year in 
Iowa, Minnesota and Manitoba, which is good news for 
Iowa hunters given that about 80 percent of the Canadas 
shot in Iowa originated from these regions. Nesting geese 
in the Arctic r egions were also pobed to have a good 
produ ction year. 
SNOW GEESE 
~now goose numbers appear to have stabilized in recent 
years. but given the warmer than normal weather in the 
Arctic and Subarctic regions. they will likely have a good 
hatch, which would continue to nega tively impact coastal 
marshes in the Arctic and around Hudson Bay. 
IOWA TURKEY OUTLOOK 
Many Iowa hunters pass on the opportunity to hunt 
turkeys in the fall because they are busy with ducks. 
deer and pheasants, which is too bad. Yes. fall hunting is 
different than spring hunting, but different doesn't mean 
harder. It can be easier. 
Fall turkey hunting is done by separating individual 
birds from flocks. then calling them back together. The 

IH'st turkt•} numbers ran be found in the I oess ll ills 
region 111 western Iowa. and in northeast Iowa I he 
fall turkey harvest 1s mainly hens and young turkeys. 
Those young turkeys will be from the 2007 hatch. 
Iowa had an average year for brood rccrul lnwnl this 
spnng, which means there will be good fall hunting 
for most of the slate. There has been below avNage 
rccru1lnwnl tn south-central and southeast Iowa tlw 
past year, but there w11l -.till be plenty of turkeys to hunt. 
The heavy rams 1n l\l a} probabl} did not impact lurkPy 
production too much. Hens that lost the nest from the 
storm .... had time to re-nest A warm. dr} ju1ll ,.., the kt•y 
to turkey recruitment If a hen looses ant .., t tn june, 
.... IH likely \\au ld not attempt to re-m:sl 
T lw lig ht hunting pressure and IO\\ harve .... t nurnbt·rs 
will not impact IO\\ a·.., turkey population. The lack of 
a stea lth approach to fa ll turkey hunting makes it a 
good opportuni ty to int roduce the sport to somt•om•, 
especially k1ds They do not have to be quiet, th<.' 'r get 
llw c•xcttement of busting up a flock, then thq can sit 
and let the birds come to them. 
FURBEJtRER HUNTING 
AND TRAPPING OUTLOOK 
(,ot Raccoons? Iowa has plenty. Raccoon numbt·rs art' 
b<•st south of T-80 and east of I-380, but \\herevcr then• is 
limber, there will be raccoons. Coyote numbers are h1gh, 
too, and the population is spreading from its sou thern 
and western base to over much of the stale l he red fox 
populatwn is considered average, with fox spri nkled 
throughout the state The 2006 nver otter season was a 
huge success and thb year 1l1s expected to be the same. 
rl1l're are good numbers of beaver and mtnk sprinkl ed 
throughout the state 
l\Iuskrats, once the bread and bull<'r spt·eies for the 
[O\\a trapper, has been on a population decl ine. Muskrats 
an st1ll present on Iowa marshes. but for ->e\eral years 
thur numbers have not been high. 
The outdoor experience of hunting and trapping 
furbeanng an imals is more valuable than any pelt price. 
\\ h1le pelt price- fluctuate fro m year to y(•ar. the overall 
markl't remains good. 
DEER OUTLOOK 
Jo,.,.a will maintain its place Ill the upper t>chclon 
of the deer hunting hierarchy with another banner 
year projected. While there are good deer hunting 
opportunities in each county, the best hunting will 
again be in eastern and southern Iowa. 
The most recent populati on su rveys showed an 
increase in numbe rs. After two) ears of harvl•sting more 
does than bucks, and an increase in the overall deer 
harvest, state wildlife experts had expected the herd 
size to be shrinking. And in some areas it has llowever 
• 
l 
i 
in other pa r ts of the state there wi ll be a n exte nded 
January deer season and 13,000 additional antl e rless-only 
deer tags in the counties where the populatio n remains 
larger than desired. 
Although the December shotg un seasons have the most 
participants and a strong tradi tion of hunte rs and families 
getting togeth(>r for the annual hunt, Iowa offe rs a numbe r 
of other under utilized deer hunting opportunities . These 
include an early muzzleloade r, bow, youth only and late 
muzzleloade r seasons. as well as special November and 
J anuary antlerless deer seasons. 
While many hunters prefer hunting on private land. 
the re are plenty of deer and a tre mendous opportunity 
to hunt on public land. Surveys s how most deer hunters 
only hunt for three days surrounding each season'<; first 
weekend, so if hunters can find the time to go during th<: 
week, they would likely find littl e competition on many 
of these public hunting areas. 
Hunters can extend deer hunting opportunities by trav<'ling 
to southern Iowa for the January antlerless-only deer season. 
Generally public land does not need the extra pressure but 
hunters should find it relatively easy to gain permission to hunt 
antlerless deer on many farms if they ask permission. 
The 2006-07 harvest data shows 52 percent of the deer taken 
in Iowa were does, and 61 percent were antlerless deer. Hunters 
are doing exactly what was asked of them to manage th(> herd . !It 


it's one of those gloriou~ fall 72-degre<.· aftt'rnoon-> 
I've been privileged to paddle across Iowa. but this 
river stretch is new to me. For the-;e folk-;, It''> about 
experiencing th<· rivC'r like an old friend, tt'll1ng jokes 
everyone's heard, c.;inging songs everyone knows the 
words to . 
Just out of town, we paddle under the go lden light of 
evening sun which illuminates cornfields a long the banks, 
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scrubby trees and gapingly scarred banks, covered in 
places by junky-looking concrete s labs sometimes used 
to ke(•p riverbanks in their place. Rounding a bend to the 
right, though, the banks instantly become sloped with 
wildwood, and th e character of our journey chang~s. 
"It's a nice s tretch,'' says !l(•gg. "It is n't rough, so 
novices don't have to worry. It's convenient. It's just kind 
of become a tradition for us." 
FRIENDS ON THE WATER 
Hegg and Juel have been friends since 1977. when Juel 
built a home next to the Heggs. They were never just 
the "good fences" kind of neighbors. They began taking 
occasional paddling trips to Minnesota's Boundary 
Waters Canoe Area Wilderness. 
'We fish together, we camp and we do projects," says Jlegg. 
"When he builds a garage I help him. When I put a roof on h<' 
helps me. He's a good friend. He'd do anything for you." 
Juel has since moved to an acreage outsid<> Shell Rock, 
but the two continue to connect for home projects and fun 
on the rivers. 
In the mid-1990s, in the late afternoon before Juel's 
daughter was to perform in her Chri stmas program, the 
river was open, although the air temperature was quite cold. 
"Have you ever dipped candles before?" asks Juel. "The 
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-ice kept gelling a lillie thicker on our paddles each time 
we took them out of the water!" 
The y didn't bother to slop at the sa ndba r that evening, 
a nd they did make it to the pageant in time. 
LUNAR RHYTHMS 
These trips pu t Hegg and Juel in touch with the moon a nd 
its cycles. Most folks don't know the diffen.>nce of a waxing 
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or waning moon all that we ll. jim Gates. a moonlight float 
n 'gular who teaches physical education for the \\'averly-
Shcll Rock School District, for years had followed Hegg 
and Juel's lead . Having missed the full -moon float, he 
once tried paddling by the lig ht of a waning moon, two 
nights a fter a full moon. After s unset, he cou ldn 't figure 
ou t why th e moon wou ldn 't ri se like it normally did on the 
moonlight float trips. 
...... _ 
-
--
- --
=--- ----
"I didn ' t realize that even though the moon still gets 
pretty full, that it won't r ise until nea rly two hours late r." 
SONGS AND STORY ON THE SANDBAR 
Today, it takes less than an hour to arrive at the sandbar. 
Ever yone s lides their canoes onto the sand . A fire is going 
as the sun se ts, and soon we are eating and telli ng tal es. 
Jim and Judy Meyer of Waverly, are obviously valued in 
-
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this group for their senses of humor. J im, a natural-born 
s tor yteller, regales the group with an animated telling of 
"Old Blue," an only s lightly off-color talc of the pucker-
factor of crossing a mountain pass on horseback. 
Then Jim Gates begins tuning his guitar. I wonder 
what sort of acoustic me lodies he will g race us with for 
the eve ning. Turns out, Gates' plays th t> so rt of humorous 
country tunes with verses in spoke n word popular in 
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my c hildhood. song'> along the lines of J ohnn) Cash's 
''A Boy Named Sue." Gates' specialty v.as a Ray Stevens 
song ca ll ed "The Day the Squirrel We nt Berserk," about a 
squi rrel that ge t-; loosr and creates a ll kinds of mayhem 
at the "Firs t Se lf Rig hteous Church.'' 
It occurs lome that th e sandbar is a place that all 
these fo lks an• perhaps most themse lves. The sandbar 
has begun to fet•l like a livi ng room outpost for al l of 
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us. On a sandbar, in front of a fire>. it seems you can 
say anyth ing. 
INTO THE MOONBEAMS: THE FINAL LEG 
After an hour or so, conversation and so ng winds down, 
and we get back into the ca noes. The s ilvery moon ren ccts 
on s himme ring waters. If th e sandbar is about fri e nds hip, 
th t• last leg of this journey is about .:;ilrnt reve ri e. As our 
canoe s lips through inky water, the plops of water droplets 
falling off our paddle tips are magnified. The crickets' s low 
autumn song is punctuated only by occasional murmurc; 
from the human interlopers in canoes. 
Pas t an island, we round an east bend to face straight 
into the moonlight. Here, the river widens and slows over 
a shoal. The surface looks metallic, almost like a pool of 
mercury, except the glassy sheen is s trewn with large 
rocks protruding from the river. Downstream of the rocks. 
the even and gentle current creates triangular shadows 
of flow called eddies, pointing at us on the surface like 
arrows interspersed across the water's surface. 
Just downstream is a bridge, and below the bridge is 
our landing. It's a little swift here, and Hegg and Juel are 
su re to help everyone get their canoes safely ashore. It's 
a friendly end to a friendly evening. 8 
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BY MICK KLEMESRUD 
CRAPPIE fishing at Lake Miami is awesome, biologist 
Mark Flammang says. Fish a jig and minnow in the 
middle of the lake. Peak hours are 5:30p.m. until dark. 
When crappies begin surface feeding, cast into the 
schooling frenzy and make a haul. Crappie fishing picks 
up at Three Mile near brush piles or drift fbhing 5 to 
6-feet deep open water. 
For PANFI SH, "Lake Anita should be outstanding 
in the fall if the lake fill s," biologist Chris Larson says. 
CRAPPIE fi s h ing at Black Hawk Lake meets or beats 
s pringtime. Fish the handicap-accessible jetty in Town 
Bay. Use a salt and pepper tube jig with Crappie Nibbles 
or a wax worm lowered 6- or 7-feet along the pier. Fish 
between th e west and nor th stone pie rs with a lead-head 
tipped with a wax worm or nibble 2- to 2-1/2-feet below 
a bobber early or late in th e day. As temperatures cool, 
th e bite las ts all day. 
Lake Odessa's CRAPPIE bite is exce ll ent, with mos t 
between 8- tolO-inches and many between 14- and 16-
inches. Fish the Sand Run area to th e horseshoe bend 
and Burris Ditch all along fallen trees. 
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Hunting season 
approaches, but 
don't hang up those 
rods and reels . 
Summer's s luggish 
fi sh are headed to 
wintering holes to 
put on the autumn 
fee d bag . 
Southeast Iowa rivers offer trophy flathead CAT FI SH. 
Look for holes in large logjams, concrete pilings or riprap 
and use green sunfish or bullheads on bank lines or diddy 
poles. Lake Darling has good Oathead fishing with cats up 
to 60 pounds. 
Lake Manawa wiper fishing is best when water 
temperatures are below 60 degrees. WIPERS , some 
measuring 29 inches and pushing 10 pounds, move 
to the east shore in large numbers. Use a 2- to 3-inch 
white twister with a 1/8- to 1/ 16-ounce pink lead-
head on a medium heavy rod with 8- to 10-pound line. 
For big ones, select a reel with a good drag. 
MiSSISsippi River LARGEMOUTH BA SS, BLUEGill$ 
and CRAPP IES head to deep backwaters to prepare fo r 
winter. If you can't get in, fish th e mouths of backwaters. 
Norwegian Lake, Methodist Lake and Swift Slough draw 
fish from miles. Other over-wintering backwaters arc 
Big Slough, Harpers Slough, Cassville Slough and Wylusmg 
Slough in Pool 10, Wise , Frentress, Stone's and Tippey 
lakes in Pool 12, and Crooked Slough and Brown's Lake 
in Pool 13. 
• 
I 
1 
WALLEYE and SAUGER fishing picks up mid- to late-
September. Cast or troll crankbaits or th ree-way rigs 
with floating crankbait in front of wing dams. In Octobt>r, 
sauger move to tailwaters and hit min nows or n1ght 
crawlers on a jig. 
WHITE BAS S at Rathbun chase shad schools into 
shore. Any point with wind blowing in wi ll have white 
bass. Use 2-inch white twister tails. De pe nding on water 
leve l and clarity, while bass fi shing can be excellent at 
Coralville Reservoir. Troll shallow running crankbaits 
along rocks. If you ca tch one. stay put, there is a school 
nearby. Coralville brush piles will hold CRAPPIES: jig with 
a minnow. Fish move shallow as water l eve l ~ increase fo r 
waterfowl season. 
YELLOW BAS S fishing is good at Clear Lake jigging 
minnows. night crawlers or cut bait in 14- to 16-fee t of 
water. Try the hotspot north of the i land. WALLEYE, 
CRAPPIE S and BLUEGILLS bite at Lake Ieana. Three Mile. 
Little Rzver and. if full. Twelve Mile Lake 
For WALLE YE, troll crankbaits a t Five Island Lake 
Fish around the footbridge. Buffalo Run and Reeds Run at 
Spmt Lake. At Center Lake, use a jig, minnow and bobber 
or shallow running crankbait. Walleyes turn on in S1lver 
Lake, too. If the spillway is flowing between Sp1ri t and 
East Okoboji lakes, angle rs can hammer WHITE BASS 
MUSKIE fishing picks up from mid-September into 
October in Spirit and West Okoboji Lakes. "There are 
some beautiful fish in these wate rs," biologist Jim 
Christianson says. 
RIVER WALLEYE begin heading to over-wintering holes 
when water temps hit 50 degrees. "If you can find where 
those over-wintering spots are, you can really gel into 
some g reat walleye fishing," biologist Bill 
Kalishek says. "This is the best time of y<.>ar 
to target walleyes." Use a lead-head wit h a white or bright 
twister tail Tip with a mi nnow or piece of nig ht crawler 
and look for deeper water. "October and November is 
a fantastic time for big wall<.:yes," he says. 
SMALLMOUTH BASS fishi ng tur ns on as river 
temperatures drop. Use crankbaits or jigs tipped with 
a nigh t c rawler or minnow in the Maquoketa below Lake 
Delhi, the Shell Rock in Butler County, the Cedar below 
Waverly and the Wapsipimcon below Independence 
In late Octobe r, interior RIVER SMALLMOUTH BASS and 
WALLEYES head to holes with 10- to 12-feet of water. There 
is a good class of walleyes from the 2005 stocking, now 
around 15 inches. "We saw them in almo~t every river we 
sampled and anglers are catching a lot of them," biologis t 
Bryan Hayes says. In pools 9 to 14 on the Misszss1ppz, 
smallmouth bass will hang near rock'i until mid-October 
TROUT s tockings end, but unannounced plants occur 
through October and fishing pressure is lowe r. 
In nor thwes t Iowa, fish CHANNEL CATFISH on the West 
Fork of the Des Moines River, above and below Estherville. 
using night crawlers. Use a jig and m1nnow for WALLEYES 
around riffles near Esthervzlle and Emmetsburg Wade if 
water levels allow. 
PER CH fi shing picks up in October at Lake Conzelza 
Boa t anglers do best in the north e nd dredge cut. Silver 
Lake, east of Lake Mills, has a lot of perch but sor ti ng 
for keepers is necessary. 
Missouri River flows drop one-third in the fall, making 
prime WALLEYE and SAUGER fishing. Use a jig and min now 
in scour holes until ice forms. 
Pleasant Creek has many 14- to 16-inch LARGEMOUTH 
BASS moving to the shallows. Crankbaits or s pinner 
bait" in the brush are hard to beat. Dzamond Lake, near 
Montezuma, offers quality largemouth bass, BLUEGILLS 
and CRAPPIES around brush Umon Grove has a big class 
of 8- to 10-inch crappies sitting in brush. too. Use a little 
tubt• jig or small minnow "They can really stack in to 
those areas," biologist Paul Sleeper says All it takes 
is a couple of warm days to turn the fish on ~ 
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may have just s hot my las t duck of the season It's late in the year, 
and today 1s one of those brutally cold , blue-finge r mornings Wind 
1s roaring out of the northwest and the lake has become a cauldron 
of da rk waves Nigh tti me te mps d ropped into the s ing le digi ts with 
wind c hill s 15 below zero Local marshes have been frozen so lid for a week, 
and the lowering sky is begann ing to spit serious snow 
For local duck hunters, it's the fi nal hurrah By now ever yo ne has 
co ncentrated alo ng protected sho relines of large lakes and rcs<·rvoirs. 
It is the only game in town. But eve n deep wate r has its limits. Wh <' n these 
howling winds fin ally blow t'hemselves ou t, even the bigges t lakes will ice 
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be ~ver. Things coul~Jl~ a whole lot worse though. The 
r'Tme 4akc clltvasb¥~eJ<ihg of Ducks. 
edge of the winter storm, the drakt> was traveling a16'ne. 
no 
son, my rig always includes at least a few canvasback 
don't see that many, but when it comes to canvasback 
·ed" is our motto. Today I had 15 o f the brigh tly colored 
g the chop. 
1e spread, the drake immediately executed a sharp left bank 
t for us Upon arnval, he quickly lowered his oversized. webbed 
1e big dur k had come in too hot for an easy touchdown. At the 
acted the webs to bleed off more speed with a second pass. 
· duck was in our face , and I decide d to take th e s hot 
tnd as the d rake fo lded, inerti a took over bri ng ing the 
o dose tha t I leaned left to avo id be ing s truck. Th e 
to the soft bank directly be tween me a nd my canine 
c r We both bore a look of aston is hme nt ove r thi s h ighly 
1en t. 
sh irk hi s du ty as a nonslip re tri eve r, the Labrador s imply 
ked up the duck, and hande d it to me . Ne ither one of us 
; an inch from our seats. If this was indeed go ing to be 
ck, it would be a memorable conclusion to a g reat season . 
you are or where you hunt, bagging a pr ime drake 
gnature moment. The dog and I decided to ce lebrate 
las t of our ham on rye sandwiches. Tucker is the o nly 
vho enjoys a good s trong horseradish with his ham. Once 

may have just shot my last duck of the season It's late in the year, 
and today i" one of those brutally co ld, blue-finger morning'> Wind 
1s roaring out of the northwest and the lake has become a cau ldron 
of dark waves 1\.igh ttime temps dropped into the s ingle d1g1 ts with 
wi nd chill'> 1!) below zero. Local marshes have been frozen solid for a week. 
and the lowering sky I" beginning to spit serious snow 
For local duck hunters, it's the final hurrah . By now everyone has 
concen tr at<>cl along protected shorelines of large lakes and reser voirs. 
It is the only gamr in town . But even deep wate r has its limits. When these 
howling winds finally blow th emselves oul, even the biggest lakes will ice 
t apd fall will be over. Things could be a whole lot worse though. The 
ill hl~Q" is a t>rfme dj:akc clnvasb-~heJ<ing of Ducks. 
ving.'!"n the edge of the winler storm, the drake was traveling alon('. 
Boring s traight into the teeth of the wind. it was obvious the big diver was 
ki same d lhc 
no 
During late season, my rig always includes at least a few canvasback 
decoys. We usually don't see that ma ny, but whe n it comes to canvasback 
d ucks. "Be prepared" is ou r motto. Today I had 15 of the brightly colored 
coun tt> rfC'its riding the chop. 
Upon spotling the spread, the drake immediately executed a sharp lefl bank 
and headed straight for us L pon arrival, he quickly lowered his oversized, webbed 
landing gear But tlw b1g duck had come in too hot for an easy touchdown. AI the 
last second he retracted the webs to bleed off more speed with a second pass. 
But by now the duck was in our face, and I dec ide d to take the shot 
head on I fir<'d, a nd as the d rake fo lde d , inertia too k ove r bring ing the 
bi rd closer yet. So c lose that I le ane d left to avoid be ing s tr uck . The 
d rake thudded in to the soft bank d ire ctly be tween me and my canine 
companion , 'I uckcr. We both bore a look of as tonis hment over thi s high ly 
unu sual d <•v<• lopmcnt. 
Not wanting to shirk h is duty as a nons lip r e triever, the Labrador s imply 
reached down, picked up the duck, and handed it to me. Neithe r one of us 
move d so much as an inch from our seats. If this was indeed g oing to be 
the year's final duck , it would be a memorable conclus ion to a great season. 
No matter who yo u are o r where you hunt, bagging a prime drake 
canvasback is a s ignature moment. T he dog and I decided to celebrate 
by consuming the last of our ham on r ye sandwiches. T ucker is the on ly 
Labrador I know who enjoys a good s trong horseradis h with h is ham. Once 
the food was gone, I poured the 
last half-cup of lukewarm coffee 
As I cont1nued to scan the whitecaps 
for the next approal h111g flock. my gaze kept 
returning to tlw slain canvasback .\s I admired the 
bird. I replayed a nwntal tape of\\ hat had become 
a mo-st rewarding (0\\a duck season 
As usual. lht season began \\lth ~< ptember leal and 
wood du<..ks follo\H'd b> a severe tase of mid·slclson 
doldrums 'I he weather wa.,; warm and tlw migratiOn slo\\", 
By late OctobPr, most hunters had stclshed their duck 
decoys and sw1tched to ph<.>asants or ardlt'l'Y deer 
But good things come to those\\ ho w.ut \\ atcrfowlers 
who stuck to tlwir marshes \\tlne-..sed large number'> 
of diving and puddll• duck' mvadl thl stall' during the 
night of Oct. :lJ. It was the season's most spectacular 
migration. Th< flight included e\<..rything from redheads 
to green-wings, mallards to bluebtlls Most notable. were 
the amaz1ng ntunbl·rs of canvasback dlll ks. 
Appeanng from the north in ragged lu1es and sharp 
v-format10n. the can< arrived 111 waves As new flocks 
continued to desu·nd on 1ntenor lakes and marshes, 
it soon became apparent the mtgratton had bn.ome 
something out of the ordinary 
Although the n•galcamasback I' regankd as the 
continent's pn mier waterfowl, most hunters haH never 
bagged one More so than most sp<'Ctes. canvasbacks 
have highly spectaltzed food and hab1tat requirements 
In Iowa, the bulk of the fall migratiOn otcurs along the 
Mississippi R1ver where peak numbers of 250,000 to 
300,000 canvasbacks gather late each autumn to feed 
on submerged beds of aquatic \\ild celt•r;,. But on Iowa'<> 
interior watNs it's a different story Dunng most seasons 
canvasback hunting 1,, at best. a h1l or 1111""· he re today 
gone tomorrow, proposition 
But just because mo.,;t contemporary hunters have never 
had an opportun1ly to bag this trophy species doesn't mean 
they don't want to. My nephew, Justin, is a good example. 
Although an enthusiastic waterfowl hunter for several 
years, Just111 has seen but never bagged a canvasback. 
When I phoned to report an eye-popping, mega f11ght of 
cans' was occupymg the waters of our favoritt• Hone) Hole. 
he lost no lime 1n making plans to dnve up from Carlisle 
to join my broth<•r ~terhng and me for a ,.,.eekend hunt in 
northern Cerro Gordo County. 
I love it when a plan comes togethN, and this hunt 
proved to be one of those times. Saturday dawned clear 
and crisp. The wind was favorable and ducks were flying 
in all directwns 'J he first flock arrived at sunnse Stunning 
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in thl' early morning light, then· were seven of them A tight 
squadron of fighters-all drakes-bore telltale canvas wh1t< 
bat ks, bull necks and sculpted chestnut heads. The b1rds 
lost no time tn coming to tlw deroys. 
"Get n·ady," I whtspt'rt•d. " l{emember, you can only 
shoot one." Although the daily bag limit on du(ks 1s six. 
fed<•rallaw dictates only om• may bt· a canvasback .\ s tlw 
ducks arrin d. \\e .,;houldered the guns and ftred ~~ the 
sound of the shots. three magnifirent. bull canvasbacks 
simult.ln<·ously fell from th< flock 
~leek and fat, the bmls were perfect. My brother 
and I w<·n· plea">ed. but Justin was downright elated 
\\ htle ~terltng and I mu,cd ovl·r the prospects of roast 
<. ;un a!'ba<. k. currant jelly .tnd wild rice tn our Clear I ake 
honws, Justin was planning a trip to the taxidermist. 
The sharp\\ htstle of flaring wings broke our trance, 
and wt• n·turntd to the hunt Justm ktlled a mallard and 
then a bluebill. But ht.., e;,.es r.m·l;,. strayed from the real 
prize of the day-his ftrst feather perfect. shot-over-the-
detoys. drake canvasback 
I he sun cleared the horizon. and the flight continued 
Best of all. the flocks of cans' kept coming. Some bmls 
:-;imply strafed the deco)' \'\.htle others piled tn as if the} 
l'XJH't't<'d to spend the \\lOt<. r Ont ..,quadron of 10 nearly 
took Justin's tap off as tht \ passed \\lthm six ieet of our 
cattail blind. For the camasbatk devotee. it wa!' th<• duck 
show ol a lifetime. just111's gnn spread from ear to ear. 
"'I h1s 1s JU"t unbelievable," he proclaimed "All my life 
I've wanted to get a canvasback duck and today they're 
everywlwrt> I could have shot at least 10 by now. 
I h1s 1s unreal." 
'llw \\.l'l'kend passed all too quick!) But a'> the 
migration continued. flot ks of migralmg camasback~ 
remained a common s1ght for seH:ral more da) s By 
l'h,lllksgt\ing, the cold \H'.ttlwr had set in for real 
Anothl'f sea">on's Big Push became htstor} as most ducks 
movt•d on Crouched along th ts rocky shoreline today, 
on ly a few stragglers, 1nl'lucllng the odd canvasback. 
still anive from the north 
~oon january blizzard' will rage acro">s familiar 
lancl..,t apt'' o matter I'll 'till have plent) of pleasant autumn 
menHmes to keep me \\arm. rhe thmg I'll remember most 
about th1s sea-.;on is the rare lhnll of decoying canvasbacks 
and tiH' tuneless expressiOn on cl }OUng hunter's face \\hen 
lw hnally met the undispul<'d King of Ducks. !I! 
OPPOSITE PAGE, BOTTOM RIGHT CORNER: Wildlife biologist Bill Ohde 
bands a drake canvasback on the Upper Mississippi River The 'can's 
pnmary breeding grounds are in prame Manitoba. Each year, as the 
birds move southward during fall m1grat1on, up to 80 percent of the 
ent1re populat1on will stage m Iowa along the Upper Mississippi. Band 
recovenes reveal that upon leaving Iowa. the b1rds take one of two 
routes. One path leads to coastal wetlands in the Gulf of Mex1co. The 
ma)onty of canvasbacks, however, head east from Iowa toward the 
famed hab1tats of the Atlantic seaboard's Chesapeake Bay. 
The reason so many canvasbacks are attracted to Iowa IS the 
abundance of wild celery along the MISSISSippi. But scientists worry 
that concentrating up to 300,000 of the b1rds into one spot could spell 
trouble Should an oil or chemical spill occur near the feeding grounds. 
it could not only mean the loss of thousands of birds, but result in the 
destruction of hundreds of acres of forage as well During the 1960s, 
a spill killed 1 0,000 waterfowl. 
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a11d measured." A/do Leopold, (1887-1948) Iowa-born conservationist and author ofthe 
classic, A Sand County Almanac. Leopold was born, raised and now buried in Burlington. 
SWIFT OF WING AND UNIQUE IN PROFILE, canvasback ducks 
are pnzed beyond measure 
Hunt1ng w1th handmade bows and flint t1pped arrows, 
American lnd1ans f~r st realized the spec1es' potent1al. 
Prehistoric hunters fash1oned life-s1zed, realistiC decoys from 
tule or cattail stalks colored w1th natural p1gments or covered 
with canvasback skins. 
Tender roots and shoots of aquat ic wild celery are the 
ca nvasback's favonte food P1oneers were qUick to discover t he 
flavorful flesh surpassed other w1ld fare As C1V11izat1on spread 
along the Eastern seaboard, the spec1es became the foundat1on 
for an 1nfamous era of commercial gunnmg Perhaps nowhere on 
Earth was the shameful extravagance of market hunt1ng earned 
to greater extremes than along the mighty Chesapeake Bay For 
a few decades, these vast waters became the backdrop for the 
greatest duck hunt the world has ever known. Unfathomable 
numbers of m1gratmg canvasbacks arnved from the north each 
w1nter to feed on 100 mile-square beds of wild celery 
Here, among th e sha llows of the famed Susquehanna Flats, 
professional hunters pl1ed the1r trade w1th deadly prec1s1on. 
When th e morning's shoot began, disturbed flocks resembled 
undulating plumes of smoke as they rose and fell across th e 
Chesapeake On a good day, a single gunner would bag more 
wild ducks than modern hunters take 1n a lifet1me 
At Boston, Philadelphia or Washington markets, pnme 
celery-fed 'cans fetched twice the price of lesser fowl Small 
wonder why profess1onal hunters soon called canvasbacks 
The Kmg of Ducks. 
The impress1ve flocks captured the att ention of p leasure 
hunters, too. L1sted among the canvasback's ardent admirers 
were pres1dents Ulysses S. Grant, Benjamin Harrison and 
Grover Cleveland 
As settlers moved mto Iowa, they quickly capitalized on 
the terntory's nch waterfowl resources, includ1ng abundant 
canvasback ducks Although there were no seasons or lim1ts, 
wetlands were abundant and pioneers simply hunted for food. 
As post Civil War railways su rged west across pra1ries, for the 
first t1me, market hunt1ng m Iowa became pract1cal. 
Although ducks were sold at markets in Iowa's larger 
population centers, such as the Quad Cities, most were 
shipped to Chicago or New York. The slaughter was appalling. 
Accord1ng to h1stor1an Jack Musgrove, market gunners near 
Spirit Lake bagged 2,000 to 3,000 ducks per hunter per year 
Other "professional " market hunters tall1ed averages of 100 or 
more per day At Clear Lake, migrating ducks were shot as they 
flew over the lake's west side Sand Bar peninsula and hauled 
by horse and wagon to Clear Lake for sale in local markets, or 
railed to Chicago Green-wmged teal, mallard and canvasbacks 
were regular seasonal menu Items at Ma1n Streets Lake Hotel 
In Iowa, as elsewhere, the Kmg of Ducks reigned k1ng of the 
market While fresh mallards sold for $7 a dozen, canvasbacks 
brought $15. 
Although the market gunnmg carnage seems excessive 
and mexcusable, m early Amenca, our vast treasure of natural 
resources was cons1dered l1m1tless. As the folly of this log1c 
became ev1dent, market gunners were leg1slated from existence. 
While early commerc1al hunters exacted a heavy toll on 
canvasback populations, their combmed 1mpact was minuscule 
compared to the havoc wrought by dra1nage of pra1ne nesting 
grounds and degradation of wintenng areas. 
WORTH A READ: A complete history of Iowa market huntmg can 
be found m Jtm Dinsmore's A Country So Full Of Game, avatlable 
from the Untverstty of Iowa Press 261 pp 19 photos, 28 drawmgs 
13 maps, $17 95 paperback Order at 800-621-2736 





Searching for monster whitetails , legendary athlete 
Bo Jackson chooses north Iowa. STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWEll WASHBURN 
hen it comes to hunling, sport<> legend 
Bo Jackson can, and does, go JUSt about 
anywhere in the world Although Jackson 
loves to pursue waterfowl. turke) and 
upland birds. his greatest passion 1" hunting b1g game 
with bO\\ and arrow. From elk to bear. 'gators to javelina, 
Bo and h1s bov.. have done it all. 
Retired from professional sports, jackson's success 
strategies now focus on whitetail deer rather than 
touchdowns or home runs. For a November deer hunt 
last season, Jackson considered the possibilities 
and chose northern Iowa. 
'Td been hearing about Iowa's g1ant whitetails for a long 
t1me, and the stones of those monster buck" were really 
getting to me," says jackson. "I've had several invitations and 
have wanted to hunt deer in Iowa for more than 10 years. But 
last fall was the vt•ry first opportunity I'd actually had to come 
here. When I fina lly lrarned that I'd been fortunate enough 
to receive a (nonresident] deer tag, I immediately d ropped 
everything and rearranged my schedule to come to Iowa." 
Jackson's first Iowa hunt centered on the Jennison 
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farm near Riceville in Mitchell County. Joining him 
were long time friend and avid bow hunter Martin 
Bruder of Lakeville, Minn and host Mark Elliott of 
Osage D R conservation officer and deer hunting 
expert. Ken Lonneman. volunte<.>r ed as hunt coordinator. 
As Jackson climbed into h1s tree stand the first 
evcmng. he quickly realized myths about the s1ze of 
Iowa's farm country whitetails were no exaggeration. 
Near sunset, large numbers of deer began moving 
a long a maze of wood land trails su r rounding his stand. 
After watching for more than an hour. Jackson picked 
his target. bent the bow and harvested his first Iowa 
whllctaJI-a prime. corn-fattened doe. 
Less than 200 yards down tht> trail. things were 
even better for Bruder, v..ho carefully took a1m to arrow 
an impressive buck dunng his first trip to the stand. 
RIGHT: Football & baseball legend Bo Jackson wa1ts for a glimpse 
of the giant Hawkeye whitetails he's heard so much about. An 
accomplished archer and bow hunt ing expert, Jackson has pursued 
b1g game across the nat1on As the rut peaks this November, Jackson 
will return to Iowa to pursue the buck of h1s dreams 

"It was incredible Martin and I each harvested a deer 
at about the same t1me during the vt•ry fir"t day of our 
hunt. The"e deer reall) are giants," he "a} s "l started 
hunting deer m my home stale of Alabama dunng the 
early 1980s I can tell you the first doe I took here 1n Iowa 
was bigger than any buck I've ever "een 1n Alabama" 
But it was Bruder'.:, deer that really look Jackson's eye. 
A fully mature. 10-poinl typical. the buck green scored 
150 points on the Pope & Young measuring standard. 
"That deer is the kind I've been ht•anng about," says 
jackson. "I'd have to say that Marlin "hot lht' buck I came 
to Iowa for," he laughs 
LEFT: Martm Bruder of Lakeville, Mmnesota d1splays 
a 1 0-point buck taken last year near Riceville while 
hunting with Bo Jackson BELOW: Flanked by Iowa 
host Mark Elliott (left) and hunt coordinator Ken 
Lonneman (nght), legendary athlete Bo Jackson 
mspects a fresh buck rub on the Jenn1son farm, 
located near R1cev1lle m M1tchell County. 
hunting m Iowa," says Jackson "It was really a great lirst 
trip and I'm very satisfied with what I've seen here. If I 
can g<'l a tag. I plan to be bark hunting deer in lov.a at 
th1s same time next year." 
jackson did get his tag, and sometime during the 
p<.·ak of th1..., season's rut he'll be s1t1ing in an Iowa tree 
stand-\\alchmg and watling for the buck of his dreams 
"I CAN TELL YOU THAT THE FIRST DOE I TOOK HERE IN IOWA 
WAS BIGGER THAN ANY BUCK I'VE EVER SEEN IN ALABAMA:' 
In spite of his attraction to giant bucks. jackson hunts 
as much for the table as he does for antlers Equally 
proficient in the kitchen as in the wood"i, his home 
freezer is well stocked with ample ston•s of venison. 
elk, waterfowl and African ornyx 
"When on a hunt, J like to do all my own work," says 
Jackson. "I don't really like to have peoplt' do things for me 
If I am fortunate enough to harvest a deer, then I think it's 
my job to drag it out of the woods and process (it) myself." 
After butchering his deer, Jackson turns a portion into 
summer sausage and jerky. Cuts are shared with family 
and friends or with those less fortunate 
Although Jackson could have bagged two Iowa 
deer, he chose only the mature doe He had ">everal 
opportunities to shoot additional does and smaller bucks 
while spending three more sits in the stand. I le declined. 
wishing to leave them for next year. 
"I've a lready harvested plenty of smaller bucks," he 
notes. "J decided to leave those deer in the woods and 
come back to sec what they look like another year. 
"I met some great people and had a lot of fun while 
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Camp \',as something like this; a big ftre and one story 
after another, about past hunting season.._," observes 
Young "We all can't afford to do that. though They can't 
get out there ~o we kmd of do the same thing m Iowa." 
Preparations start in advance of the first shotgun 
season on this wooded hillside, 12 miles northwest of 
Shenandoah. Everybody throws in $25 for groceries, 
so the larder is <,locked by the time they arrive. The 
lean-to was already 1n place when I pulled 1n late Friday 
afternoon Young had the fire roaring by then Wood 
is a cheap commodity, a by-product of h1" landscaping 
business Chunked-up trees and pallet'> arc dropped off 
during the year It takes a lot of fuel to kr>cp that bonfire 
roaring through the weekend and into next week. 
To the north of camp, Jared McManis, also of 
Sh enandoah, cuts limbs away from a trccstand. A blocker 
will be positioned there in a few hours. McManis, Young's 
stepson, has hunted here for 10 years About sunset, the 
kitchen went up-a large tarp serving as roof and one 
wall-to block tlw wmd A campstove "Its on the wooden 
picnic table Plastic coolers hold the weekend's food and 
beverages No Ice, though. In Decemb(•r, the insulation 
keeps everything from freezing. "We had eggs freeze 
once," remembers Young. "We learned. Now, the coolers 
keep it warm or cold, depending on the weather." 
Through the evening, the cold-weatlwr hunters 
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arnved Brothers Doug and Dann Chambers arrived 
separate!}. ready for another December deer camp. 
"Mo..,t of us grew up and went to high school together 
ow. we're maybe married and we don't see each other 
as much," says Darin, of Essex. "But we'll always sec 
each other deer hunting. ll's the people-my buddies-
just us out hunting and hanging out." 
Craig Franks, from Essex. docs a lot of waterfowl 
hunl!ng and bow huntmg, too But he wouldn't miss 
the mghts sleeping on the ground and the day's hunt 
"People-my own family-ask me why we do it," says 
Franks "We're out here awa> from everybody. I don't 
have to go horne. Nobody bothrrs me. It's fun. reall>" 
The high mileage award each year goes to Gary 
Suntken. After getting off work Friday, he drives five 
hours from Cedar Rapids. ll's back home for him. He and 
Young grew up nearby, in Corning. Suntken sometimes 
hunts part of the weekend \\ith another group, but alwa}s 
works in a couple days at Deer Camp. 
A last pass of the smoked turkey. another Jog on 
th<' fire and it was time to hit the sack. A couple hunters 
mad(' usc of the one-seat outhouse. To call it rustic 
would bc a stretch. Others found trees in the dark. 
As thc tecpee-dwellers made final adjustments, the fire 
wanrcl. " I bring a cot and make sure I get a good sleeping 
bag," says Suntken. "When you climb in, it's cold al first 
d 
g 
You just have to zip it up and you'll get warm Then the 
snoring starts." he laughs. 
Cnsure of the space available-and snoring 
tolerance-! pitched my one-man tent a few }ards awa} 
I had never before slept in all my clothes, a blaze orange 
hunting parka and a stocking cap. I did that night-for 
about four hours. Gradually, the cold convinced nw 
that "awake by the fire" would be better. The sound of 
snoring from the teepee told me I had made the right call, 
location-wise. A couple guys had gone to bed wearing 
earplugs, having learned from the past. But we were here 
for the hunt, not to rate the sleeping accommodations. 
And when the mercury is a t zero, everybody's an early 
riser. No breakfast this morning, though. That wou ld 
come later. A bottle of juice, a visit to the facilities and 
we were ready to roll. 
As five of us walked north to the edge of the 80 acres 
for the first drive, we could just make out each other and 
the trees. The other three had gone south, away from us, to 
post up back near the gravel road. The hunters had drawn 
numbers the night before to determine who would sit and 
where From the treestand in the corner, blockers dropped 
off as we worked west, just inside the trees. I stayed wtth 
I· ranks, 80 yards past where Young and his son, Clayton, 
were posted. This was the 13-year-old's first official Deer 
Camp weekend, camping and hunting with the big boys 
It didn't take long for a medium-racked buck to move;> 
out of the CRP strip and across the field Crossing between 
us and the Youngs, Franks didn't have a safe shot. A few 
moments after I lost sight of it, a single blast sounded 
\\'a-. Cia} ton's first deer on the ground:> A coup)<.• more 
'hhitctails crossed from the other side, but there were 
no shots. At a set time, the blockers knt'w to 'iwttch their 
attcntton That's when those gravel road blockers began 
walking toward us. But it was their blaze orange, not gray-
brown fur that emerged; ending the "two patt" first drive. 
As the last blockers assembled, they exchanged 
details. There was no buck for Clayton, but the next drive 
was taking shape. "Craig, you go sit by the big tree snag. 
Scoll wil l come in on the road." After years of hunting 
together, everybody knew which big tree snag it was, 
where Scott would walk in from and where his drive 
would end. We split up into four pairs and got to work. 
Half of us hiked across a pasture to the west, covering 
a fcnceline and pond. The water offered two prosp<'rts: 
if a deer veered right, it offered a shot; to the left. it 
would be out of range. 
However, the deer didn't want to cross back into the 
open. Pushed by the drivers, three came trotting through 
the brush. At the edge of the pasture. though, they 
doubled back. A couple more slipped back into the grass 
and brush of the ravines. A volley of shots l<.•t us knO\\ that 
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the drivers were benefiting Walking out at the end of the 
drive, we canw upon Clayton .. standing over his 10-point 
buck. It was one that veered back into the bru'>h tnstead 
of crossing the pa'>ture "I looked up and there was a big 
buck walking over there," about 50 yards away, recalls 
Clayton. " It startc·d running, came right down over here 
(al us) around these trees." He and his dad shot at the 
same time, with Clayton getting credit for hts first deer. 
With a deer to hang and camp nearby, it was time 
for breakfast No one leaves hungry from a meal in 
Deer Camp As the coffee pot went on tlw coals of last 
night's bonfire, the hash browns and bacon went into 
the campslove frying pan. ext to the coffee, Darin 
Chambers of Dexter lays strips of lockrr-made bacon 
into a heavy ski ll et. We sampled tha t. while wailing for 
the eggs to fry. 
"I cook a lot at home," says Darin, who smoked 
last night's turkey on the grill. "I like to exprriment 
a little bit " 
As Clayton ba..,ked in the glory of tak111g a nice 
buck-a little trash talking began over one of the 
dollar pools 
"No, you haven't shot the bigges t buck yet," laughs 
Sunlken. "Because he's sti ll ou t there. I'm grtting him 
after breakfast." 
That's a key arguing point. Whoever shoots the 
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biggc'>t \\eekend buck \\in'> the pool Clayton already won 
the other. taking the first "fork antlered" buck. And of 
rourw. the taker of the ... mallc'>t deer serves the rest of 
the group Saturday night 
Clean up was a breeze Into the fire with paper plates 
and cups and the dishes were done. Time for a road trip 
Deer Camp itself might be a blast from the past, but we 
sttll needed internal combustion engines for the half-hour 
tnp to Taylor County and th(• next farm. 
l lw afternoon drives covered a lot more ter ritory than the 
morning pu'>hes-from blocks of CRP. wooded ravines and 
tunbcr to pastures and streams The deer cooperated, too 
On thts opening day of the rirsl shotgun season, we could 
watch two or three-or eight or 10 deer-walk or slowly trot 
across the landscape; pushed by hu nters a mi le or two away. 
Crisscrossing the farm, the group ended the day with four 
more deer to take back to camp. 
By lllghtfall, the open pit furnace was blazing again. 
The flames and a camp lantNn helped light things up, as 
the hunters rehashed the da} and made plans for Sunday. 
Wrth it barely dark, there was pknty of time to plan their 
next meal. too. "As we gel further into the weekend. 
there's a lot more time to cook." observes Young. '"Once 
we gel clone hunting and get back, we'll have a beer or 
two. T hen we have a ll nigh t to cook." 
Sometimes, that means a big pot of slow-cooking stC'w. 
D 
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' . 
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Other times, they'll grill the inside loins from the deer 
they've hung that day. It's a bonus for not having to be 
anywhere at a certain time. 
"You're away from TV and the telephone. There's no 
agenda. You're just enjoying yourself," underscores Doug 
Chambers. "It's time out here with friends, sitting at the 
campfire and telling stories. Same thing with the food You 
tan make hash browns, bacon and eggs over a stove, but it 
tastes better over a campfire." 
The group continued s leeping under the stars through 
Monday night. A couple of hunters had to head back to 
work Monday. A friend of Young's, Dave Cheney, came out 
early in the week from Randolph. They took 14 deer back 
for processing. Another dozen were harvested in the other 
seasons. Most they processed themselves, with the locker 
doing some sausage and jerky. Another four or five went 
to the HUSH (Help Us Stop Hunger) program to feed the 
needy. Overall, another successful season in Deer Camp. 
"It's the thrill of the hunt," concedes McManis. 
"You go out trying to get that trophy, but knowing 
you are probably not going to get one," yet Clayton 
gets a 10-point buck for his first deer. 
It's the whole picture that keeps everybody com1ng 
back. "It's the comaraderie, the people," offers McManis. 
"We get away from work for a couple days ... and we eat 
pretty good, I'd say." 8 
"Acts of cn•a tion an· ordinarii} reserved for gods and 
poets To plant a pine. one need onl} own a shovel." said 
Iowa-born consenatiomst and autho t Aldo I eopold Of 
cou rse. he'" n g h l. planttng a tree i" in .. tant g ra tification 
w1th lifelong benefits 
Nothing butts redtntng in the backyard, gazing 
h eavenward into a "preading, emera ld grec•n canopv 
Simply pu t. trees a re good for the soul and na ture too 
Autumn is a wo nde rful t ime to plant as severa l 
m ajor uti lily< ompa nies offe r s teep d tscoun ts on tree 
prices-t}ptcally <)75 -$100 off retailco .. ts ll e t e's o ther 
reasons to plant a t1 ee . 
CARS" ~ CLEANERS 
Trees not onl} -.;cr ub carbon dioxide from the air. they 
prevent emtssions by keeping homes and ctttes cooler. For 
eve r y ton of new wood g rowth , 1 5 tons or ca rbo n dioxide 
LEARN MORE 
are removed from the a1r. says th e L~DA Forest Ser vice. 
NATURA I .. In CONDITION-~ 
Tn•t•s cool summer air by transpi ring \Vater and shading 
home•::-. asphalt concrete and ot hlr man-made obJe<:b that 
-.tore heat. B} some est1matl s, the cooling effect of a tree 
equa l-.; that of 10 room-stzed a tr conditioners ru nning 20 
hou r-. a day. 
PlANTINr ,.. ........ I ...... ,r:c r.:-'lEEN 
A single urban tree can cu t summer cooling costs 15-50 
percent b) providing lu xunou'> s hade Healthy, ma ture 
trees tan add an average of 10 pe rcent to a proper ty's 
val ut Duri ng a 50-year lt fe-.pa n. one tree will gene ra te 
$:{0,000 in oxygen. req de $35.000 wor th of wate r and 
c lean up $60,000 wor th of ,ur po llu tion. according to the 
Fot est ~erv 1 ce. 
• Customers of \ltdAmerican and Alltant Fnergy can obtam high-qualit} trees for $25 111 ~eptember and Octobe1. 
For details. Alltant Lnergy customers can contact Amy Ohver with the DNR at 515-281 6749 l\ l idAmerican Energy 
customers can contact Matt Bre\\Ct at 515 242 6892. Or visit www iowadnr.gov/forestry/urban html. 
Order bulk seedlings from the D R'-. State Forest Nursery_ L<.'arn more at www.iowadnr.gov/forestry/nursery.html 
or call 1-800-865 2477. 
Before digging, cal l Iowa One Call at BOO 292-8989 to check for buried utilities. 
Landscaping for l"'..nergy Efficiency www forestry.iastate.edu/publlcat•ons/pubs-pdf/F-375.pdf 
• Tips for Proper Planting of Conlatnt•nzcd l'rees www.forestry.•astate edu/publications/pubs pdf/F-376.pdf 
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buttered on one side 
_____ _o~RlANJil)IIQN PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
Kim Hayes, owner and chef at The Tw1sted Ch1cken, IS 
a Ch1cago born outdoors woman who has traveled the 
world makmg w1ldlife documentaries, but here she's 
home "McGregor has the nght feel. There is an energy 
to 1t ." she says. Between h1kmg, lap-swimmmg or snow· 
shoemg. that energy may keep th1s ex-falconer workmg 
18 hours a day in th1s 1897 buildmg she completely 
gutted. She kept the tin ce1lmgs, tile floor and added 
b right walls adorned with local art. T1reless energy keeps 
her menu changmg weekly. "I use duck breast frequently. 
I refuse to cook it past med1um It truly turns mto another 
creature, she blurts before running a plate of food to a 
shop down the street 'Til be right back." Tireless energy. 
\ ' 
Duck breast th orange ch1potle sauce 
--
Eating Sweet Duck in McGregor 
ALONG THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI, DUCKS FLOCK, AND SKILLED LOCALS SERVE 
THIS VERSATILE MEAT WITH A VARIETY OF SWEET, SMOKEY FLAVORS. 
SMOKED FIVE-SPICE DUCK BREAST 
WITH MANGO COULIS SERVES 4 
1 medium mango, peeled, pitted 
and coursely chopped 
4 6·8 ounce duck breast halves 
1 V1 teaspoons Chinese five spice powder 
1 tablespoon olive oil 
1 cup applewood chips, soaked 
in water 1 hour 
Puree mango in blender and transfer 
to bowl. cover and chill. (Can be 
made up to stx hours ahead. keep 
chilled) ~core duck skin diag-onally 
to cn.•atc 3/ .t-inch-wide diamond 
pattern Place on rimmed baking-
sheet, spnnkle both sides with 
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five spire pov.·der. salt and pepper 
to taste l>nule with oil, cover and 
chtll two hours Heat heavy skillet 
over nwdium htgh heat Add duck. 
skin down, cooking 5 minutes until 
fat is released and skin browns. Turn 
and cook unti l brown, about 1 minute. 
Drain wood chips and place in 
even layer in large skillet Place 
round metal rack atop chips; cover 
skilkl wtth foil. then place lid on top 
Heal about 5 minutes on high until 
smokl' forms Remove lid and peel 
back foil Pl.1ce duck sktn-stde up on 
rat k, rover" tlh fotl and lid Reduce 
heal to nwdium and smoke about 
15 minutes for nwdtum doncness. 
Transfer to work surface and let rest 
5 minutes ~hce into 1'3 inch pieces 
and drizzle mango coulis on top. 
DUCK BREASTS WITH ORANGE 
CHIPOTLE SAUCE SERVES 6 
2'/J cups fresh orange juice 
V4 cup fresh l ime juice 
3 tablespoons maple syrup 
(preferably dark amber or grade B) 
1 tablespoon finely chopped 
canned chipotle chiles 
1 (3-4 mch) cinnamon stick 
2 whole cloves 
1 teaspoon sa lt 
6 6 -8 ounce duck breasts w1th skm 
Boil above sauce tngredients tn 
K1m s smoked f1ve-spice 
duck recipe uses apple 
wood, but you can use 
mesquite, although hick-
ory IS too strong. "You'll 
need a good exhaust 
fan; she warns. The coulls 
lkoo-LEE) is simply a term 
for a thick puree 
If you make 1t to magi-
cal McGregor, she may 
serve pheasant or grilled 
quail with rosemary and 
maple mannade or trout 
stuffed wi th mushrooms, 
wrapped and grilled in a 
pecan crust flavors that 
nval the area's beauty. 
THE TWISTED CHICKEN 
212 Main Street 
McGregor 
RESERVATIONS: RECOMMENDED 
FOR DINNER 
HOURS: LU NCH 11 am 2 p.m 
Tuesdays Sa turday, DINN ER 
5 p.m. 9 p.m. Tuesday Thursday 
and S-1 0 p.m. Friday Saturday 
Closed Mondays 
LIQUOR: Bar with full wine list. 
SMOKE-FREE 
563-873-1 51 5 
www.thetwistedchicken.com 
- --~ HAVE A GOOD RECIPE OF WILD FOODS TO SHARE? Send to WILDCUISINE@DNR.STATE.JA .US ~---
a !wavy saucepan over moderate 
heat about 30-40 minutes, skimming 
foam occasionally, until syrupy and 
reduced to abou t 1 cup. Let stand 
while duck roasts. Pat duck breasts 
dry. With a knife sco re skin making 
l-inch interval cuts (do not cut mf'at.) 
Sprinkle with salt & pepper. Heat a 
cast iron or heavy skill et on stove 
until hot. Add duck breasts skin-side 
down and cook about 5 minutes until 
fat is released and skin browns. Turn 
and cook 1 minute. Pu t breasts on 
a cookie sheet or pan and roast in a 
350 oven for 8 minutes for medium 
rare Remove and let stand on cutting 
board for ·1-5 minutes before s licing 
d1agonally. Se rve with sauce. 
SEARED DUCK BREASTS WITH 
PEAR-GINGER CHUTNEY SERVES 4 
Repeat pan-seanng and oven roastmg 
as above for ducll breasts ( cuttmg skm, 
rendering fat and jh11sh ing m oven). 
CHUTNEY INGREDIENTS 
1 tablespoon ol ive oi l 
'h cup on ion, d iced 
1 t ablesp oon fresh ginger, m i nced 
1/3 t easp oon f en nel seed 
'A t easp oon red pepper flakes 
1 cin namon st ick, halved 
1/3 cu p wh i t e wine vi negar 
113 cup sugar 
1 Y.. cups pea rs, pee led, cored, 
d iced (1 large pear) 
1/.a cup dried t art cherries 
~aute onion, gingt'r, fennt•l seed, 
red pepper flakes and cinnamon in oil 
in saucepan over medium heat. Cook 
until onion is soft. stirring to prevent 
scorching. Dcglaze with vinegar and 
sugar. Simmer until sugar disso lves, 
then add diced pear. Cook 15-20 
minutes unti l pears are soft and juices 
are evaporated. Stir in cherries and 
salt. Serve at room temperature. 
Chutney can be made up to one 
week in advanct' and refrigeratt•d 
All recipes go mcely with u•tld nee pzlaf 
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ASIAN LADY BEETLES 
By spnng and summer, they are a gardener's best friend, gobbling undesirable aphids and scale insects that attack 
gardens and crops. But by fall, Asian lady beetles metamorphosis into a homeowner's headache. 
IDENTIFYING THE DECOR 
Asian lady beetle color varies 
w1dely from tan to orange to 
red Some have several black 
spots wh1le others have none. 
Mult1-sponed md•v•duals tend 
to be females. those w1th few or 
no spots, males. Most As1an lady 
beetles have a small, dark "M" 
or"W"-shaped markmg behmd 
the1r head 
~ ·-r:-;- ~., 
,.. . 
NOBLE BUGS OR NUISANCES 
Ongmally mtroduced m the 
1960s to protect apple and 
pecan crops m a handful of 
Southern and East Coast states, 
As1an lady beetles have s1nce 
spread across much of the U.S 
They are an effectiVe, natural al-
ternat•ve to plant msect control. 
Desp1te that, the1r uns•ghtly and 
offens1ve presence m the home 
has relegated them to nu1sance 
status. Occas1onally adults get a 
"sweet tooth; says Laura Jesse, 
entomologiSt w1th Iowa State 
Univers1ty Extension, and seek 
sugary treats, damagmg grape 
and other fru1t crops 
PROLIF IC PROPAGATORS 
Unhke other mdoor pests, like 
flees and cockroaches, they do 
not reproduce mdoors Outdoors, 
however, they lay 300 to 500 
eggs on unders1des of leaves, and 
each adult female can produce 
multiple generatiOns per year 
lnd•v•dual beetles can live up to 
three years 
TIME FOR A M IGRATIO N 
The first 70 degree-plus day fol· 
lowmg a fall cold front is when 
Asian lady beetles begin their 
annual migration to houses to 
h1bernate,saysJesse The lucky 
ones find an inviting attic wall 
cavity or other protected area 
to over winter. The rest collect 
post partum, en masse, on 
window seals, countertops and 
floors. As1an lady beetles are 
the only beet les attracted to 
hght. wh1ch might explam why 
they congregate on sunlit ex-
tenor walls and window seals. 
That might also explain why the 
homeward bound beetles are 
of the imported As1an vanety, 
not nat1ve ladybugs. 
JUST STAY OUT OF MY HOUSE 
There IS no quick fix to lady 
beetle mvasions. Although labo-
nous and somet1mes 1mpract1cal, 
caulkmg entry points is the most 
permanent solution to keeping 
pests out. An added benefit IS 
reduced energy costs. Extenor 
pesticides can be effective, albeit 
costly, and requ1re mult1ple ap 
plication Indoor insect1odes are 
mostly meffect1ve and can leave 
uns1ghtly res1due 
DIRTY. SMELLY DEFENSE 
Although sub-freezmg temperatures and parasitiC wasps may cla1m a few, lady beetles 
have few natural enem1es In the face of danger, they em1t an acrid, yellow fluid from 
their leg jom ts. That smelly "reflex bleeding" sta1ns walls, fabrics and furnishings. 
C oNSER¥ATlUN UPDAT_E 
WHAT'S HAPPENING IN IOWA 
HONEY CREEK RESORT STATE PARK FACTS & FIGURES 
• 108,000 sq foot lodge/convention center • 11,000 acre lake nearby 
• 800 acres of land • 1 OS hotel rooms • indoor aquatic center 
• 18 hole golf course • 10 miles of trails • And a great view from the pat1o! 
SNEAK PEEK AT HO 
RESORT STATE PAR 
Iowa's first destination stale park is one year away from 
openmg its doors, and we want to share the exctllng details. 
~<·stled on the shores of Rathbun Lake among pratrie 
and woodland<>. Honey Creek Resort State Park will 
indude a hotel-style lodge, conference center. restaurant. 
eabtns, mdoor water park and 18-hole golf course 
I he centerpiece will be the mission-style, stone-and· 
wood great lodge with panoramic views, a massive stone 
fireplace and arts-and-craft decorating. A restaurant and 
lounge will open to a patio overlooking the lake. 
f<amily and group cabins with kitchens, fireplaces, 
decks, grills, linens and housekeeping are planned. 
The Audubon-certified golf course is designed to 
maximize the natural setting, winding through prairie 
and old oaks. Hiking trails. a swimming beach and boat 
ramps and dock will also be built. 
Whether spending time with family, hosting a 
wedding reception, or fishing at one of Iowa's best 
lakes, the resort will be an ideal destination. 
Group meeting and events for summer 2008 can be 
booked by contacting Rossie Baker at 5 15-875-48 18 or 
Ross1eB@honeycreekresort.com. Reservations for cabtns 
and rooms begin in 2008. 
ror more details, area photos and construction 
updates visit www.iowadnr.gov/ parks/honeycreek/. 
* 
• 
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APPANOOSE COUNTY 
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L ast fall. I received a call for a problem W!' deal with every year wlwn certain hunting seasons open-baiting. 
You may say. "I thought baiting 1s somt•thing you do 
to a hook when you f1sh ~True. but. if you hunt. the term 
takes a whol<· new meanmg Ballmg is sl'lting out food 
to illegally lure an animal to the huntt r for an t.as) kill 
Ethically, it remov('s the concept of fatr chas<' We usually 
see it in waterfowl. turkey and deer poaclung. Let's face 
it, if you have to bmt for deer in Iowa. well. .. maybe you 
should cons1der a d1fferent sport. 
Reasons? Ht•ck. if I knew wh> peoplt• do some of the 
things the> do. I'd \\flk a book instead of "Warden's Diar) ... 
vlaybe 1t's lazin< ss . 1\la) be 1t'~ lack of ability. ~1a) be 1t's an 
attempt to gc t an unfair advantage. At any rate. it's certamly 
a pract1ce looked down upon by honest hunters 
I'm not going to go mto bait10g "how to," as I don't 
want to turn th1s into a "Bailing for Dumm1es" column. 
Suffice it to <.;ay the attempts I've s<•<•n have run from 
amateur to clever The first time I saw 1t was sitting in 
the cold, pre-dawn hours. making myself look like a 
cattail while watt·hing some duck 
hunter~ waiting for a flight to come 
to the grain they had spread out 
Another 'has at dusk lymg behind a 
bush while watch1ng a Lower constructed 
above the wheat and corn spread nearby 
to attract d<.•<•r. When confronted, one 
told me he was pheasant hunting "That 
may have worked 25 years ago when I 
first started, but not today," I answered 
Now, in add1t1on to fines, offenders 
may lose their huntmg equipment. In 
this case, the offic<•r helping me was 
contemplating how we would seize the 
tower. We decided a chainsaw was not 
a good idea, a buck saw was too much 
work and the pickup wasn't big enough. 
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The common thread in these cases was the 
confrontation: every individual had a horrified look on 
their face. exclaiming. MWhcn did that stuff come from? 
I didn't put it there!'" It was as 1f the ba1t was placed by 
sonwonl' from another planet. or like they never noticed it 
while sitting next to it for sLVeral hours Apparently the} 
thought I'd been reading "(tanw Wardening for Dummu~s ~ 
But. my last expenence w1th bmting had me secthmg. 
As I've said before, I try not to take things personally, but 
th1s one went beyond the pale. 
~1y phone rang. and a deputy was on the other end. He 
told nw a couple had been deer hunting from a blind on 
their property not too far from their house when their dog 
strayt·d onto adjoining property. The dog evidently began 
sniffing around a neighbor's deer blind. They heard a 
shot. The next thing they knew. the neighbor crosst•d 
the fence carrying their now dead dog. His story wa~ he 
feared for his life from the vicious dog, a tail-wagging Lab 
m1x about as ferocious as my 20 year-old cat. The deputy 
asked me about possible charges 
I told hm1. "Well. trespassing might be 
applicable and poss1bly animal cruelty. 
Shooting their dog right in front of them 1s 
prett) low, and the reason is pretl) thin I 
can't really think of any hunting vwlatwns 
Sounds like you've got it covered." 
"Ok, Chuck. thanks," he said. "By the 
way, are they allowed to have salt blocks 
next to the blind?" 
'Til be nght there''" I said, putting my 
pickup in gear 
Sure enough, two mineral blocks sat 
next to the now vacant deer blmd The 
couple next door agreed to let me know 
when they saw the blind occupied agatn. 
They called the next morning. A car was 
in the timber and departed. I drove there 
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